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Abstract
Graphene — a two-dimensional sheet of carbon atoms — has surged into recent interest
with its host of remarkable properties and its ultimate thinness. However, graphene com-
bined with other materials is starting to attract more attention. These heterostructures can
be important for production routes, incorporating graphene into existing technologies, or
for modifying its intrinsic properties. This thesis aims to examine the role of van der Waals
epitaxy within these heterostructures.
First, the graphene-copper interaction during chemical vapour deposition of graphene
is investigated. Graphene is found to grow with a mismatch epitaxy of ±8◦ relative to the
[001] direction of the Cu(100) surface, despite a mismatch in symmetry and lattice parame-
ter between two. Further, the electronic structure of both graphene and copper is unchanged
by the interaction. This highlights the weak interaction between the two, owing to its van
der Waals nature.
Functionalised graphene is another important heterostructure, and is intensively
studied for both graphene production routes and for altering graphene’s properties. Here,
it is the change to the homogeneous graphene surface that makes it interesting for van der
Waals epitaxy. The effect of functionalisation of graphene with atomic oxygen and nitrogen
is presented next. In both cases, only small amounts of functionalisation (≈ 5 at%) is suffi-
cient to significantly deteriorate the pi-band structure of the graphene through localisation.
For small amounts of nitrogen functionalisation, and greater amounts of oxygen function-
alisation, extended topological defects are formed in the graphene lattice. Unlike epoxide
oxygen groups, these disruptions to the pristine graphene are found to be irreversible by
annealing.
Next, the interaction between graphene and the organic semiconducting molecule
vanadyl-phthalocyanine (VOPc) is presented. As a result of the van der Waals nature of the
graphene surface, VOPc molecules can form crystals microns in size when deposited onto
a substrate with an elevated temperature of 155◦C; at ambient temperatures, the crystals
are only tens of nanometres across. In contrast, the functionalised graphene oxide surface
prevents large crystal growth, even at elevated temperatures, because surface functionalities
inhibit molecule diffusion. This highlights the importance of graphene as a substrate for
molecular crystal growth, even when the growth is not epitaxial.
Finally, the supramolecular assembly of trimesic acid (TMA) and terephthalic acid
(TPA) is presented. Despite their chemical similarity they display different behaviour as they
transition from monolayers to three-dimensional structures: for TMA, the epitaxial chicken
wire structure seen at a monolayer templates up through the layers as molecules stack, until
a thickness of ≈ 20 nm, when random in-plane orientations appear; on the other hand, TPA
forms a brickwork structure at the monolayer, which quickly transitions to fibre-like crystals
with a bulk structure for the thin films. However, the TPA orientation is still determined by
the epitaxy with the graphene substrate, although this is significantly weaker than for TMA.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
In this Information Age, technology is rapidly shrinking. This is driven by our desire
to further incorporate technology into our daily lives. As just one example, comput-
ing power that 40 years ago could fill a room, now fits in the palm of a hand.
This feat has been motivated by Moore’s Law, an observation-turned-challenge
to make technology smaller. In 1965, Gordon Moore stated that the number of com-
ponents on a printed circuit board had doubled at regular intervals, and that this
would continue for “at least ten years” [1]. In fact, this has extended to the present
day, with a doubling interval originally at one year, and more recently, two years.
Furthermore, the observation became the driving force for targets set by the Inter-
national Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).
However, the progress following Moore’s Law is beginning to stall because
it is becoming increasingly difficult to pack more computing power into smaller
space; the materials and technologies that have been used so far are beginning to
reach their limits [2].
In 2004, there was a huge boost to miniaturisation of technology. This came
when Novoselov and Geim successfully managed to isolate, manipulate and then
measure a single sheet of graphite only one atom thick — called graphene [3].
With the ability to isolate graphene came the possibility of making materials that
1
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were truly two-dimensional, which has inspired many possibilities of technology
miniaturisation [4]. On top of this, graphene was shown to have many remarkable
properties that have added to this excitement.
Although graphene has shown much promise, it is the prospect of combining
graphene with other materials that has attracted more recent attention [5]. These
heterostructures could help alter graphene’s properties for certain applications, such
as opening a band gap for transistors. They could also open routes to production,
like using metal substrates to grow large-areas of graphene. Or graphene could be
incorporated into existing technologies to enhance their performance, for instance
in replacing the transparent conducting electrodes in solar cells.
This then poses many questions about how graphene interacts in these het-
erostructures, some of which are addressed here. How does graphene interact with
metals during growth? How do atomic species change the properties of graphene?
How do the organic semiconducting molecules used in organic electronics arrange
on graphene?
This thesis examines how graphene interacts with metals, atoms and molecules.
Specifically it explores how van der Waals forces within these heterostructures drive
their formation. In some cases this presents as a van der Waals epitaxy between the
two. Understanding these interactions will help bring graphene, and its heterostruc-
tures, into our technologies sooner.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Graphene
Graphene is a two-dimensional sheet of sp2 bonded carbon atoms. Its unit cell,
shown in figure 1.1(a), is a rhombus with two non-equivalent carbon atoms (A and
B) in its basis. The basis vectors of the unit cell are
a1 =
(√
3a
2
,
a
2
)
a2 =
(√
3a
2
,
−a
2
)
(1.1)
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Figure 1.1: (a) the real space structure of graphene. The shaded area shows the
unit cell, with two inequivalent carbon atoms, A and B. (b) the reciprocal lattice of
graphene. Here the shaded region indicates the first Brillouin zone and the high
symmetry points: Γ, M , K and K ′. Adapted from [6].
where a =
√
3a0 is the lattice constant and a0 is the C-C bond length (0.142 nm).
The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors are
b1 =
(
2pi√
3a
,
2pi
a
)
b2 =
(
2pi√
3a
,
−2pi
a
)
(1.2)
and these are shown in figure 1.1(b). The high symmetry points are shown and
have the vectors
Γ = (0, 0) K =
(
2pi√
3a
,
2pi
3a
)
M =
(
2pi√
3a
, 0
)
(1.3)
Electronic properties
The reciprocal lattice helps describe graphene’s unique electronic structure. This
can be calculated using a nearest-neighbour tight-binding model, which yields the
following dispersion relation for graphene [7],
E(kx, ky) = ±t
√
3 + 2 cos
(√
3kya0
)
+ 4 cos
(√
3
2
kya0
)
cos
(
3
2
kxa0
)
(1.4)
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Figure 1.2: The electronic structure of graphene, showing the valence and conduc-
tion bands around the first Brillouin zone. On the right is a magnification around
the K point, where the valence and conduction bands meet. This shows the linear
dispersion around the so-called Dirac point. Taken from [7].
with t the hopping parameter.
The most notable feature in the band structure is the linear dispersion around
the K point, where the valence and conduction bands meet. This is highlighted
in figure 1.2. These points are referred to as Dirac points, and the cone shaped
dispersion called Dirac cones, because of the nature of charge carriers in this region:
the linear dispersion means they behave as if they are Dirac fermions, quantum
mechanically described by the relativistic Dirac equation.
Around the K point a nearest-neighbour tight-binding model accurately pre-
dicts the graphene band structure and so can be used to measure the properties of
graphene based on this structure. The linear dispersion around K can be approxi-
mated to,
E(q) ≈ ±vF |q|+O
(
(q/K)2
)
(1.5)
with q = K−k, the momentum relative to theK point. Here vF is the Fermi velocity
which is given by
vF =
3ta0
2
(1.6)
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with t the hopping parameter as before. Around the K point, the density of states
(ρ(E)) is then,
ρ(E) =
2Ac
pi
|E|
v2F
(1.7)
where Ac = 3
√
3a2/2 is the area of the unit cell. For undoped graphene, the Fermi
level sits at the Dirac point. On the other hand, for doped graphene, the shift in
Fermi level will cause a change in carrier concentration per unit cell (n). This can
be calculated using the above to give,
n =
2√
3pi
(
ED − EF
t
)2
(1.8)
where ED − EF is the energy of the Dirac crossing relative to the Fermi energy.
Optical properties
Another key graphene property is its transparency. It has an opacity of 2.3± 0.1 %,
and a reflectance of < 0.1 % [8]. Further, the opacity is almost independent of
the wavelength and every additional layer adds 2.3 % to the total opacity. This
transparency makes graphene ideal for opto-electronic devices like photodetectors
or photovoltaics.
Mechanical properties
Graphene’s mechanical properties are also exceptional. A single sheet of graphene
has an intrinsic strength of 42±4 Nm−1 and an effective Young’s modulus of 1.0±0.1
TPa, which makes graphene the strongest material ever measured [9]. On top of
this, graphene sheets can support themselves when suspended over trenches mi-
crometers across. Sheets suspended like this can be used as resonators with a very
low noise floor, suitable for extremely low mass and force detection [10].
Applications
When combined, these properties show huge promise for many applications, es-
pecially when coupled with its two-dimensional nature. The large surface area
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(2630 m2g−1, compared to 1315 m2g−1 for single-walled carbon nanotubes and 10-
20 m2g−1 for graphite [11]) makes it ideal for contact sensors for chemical detection
[12]; coupled with this are low noise levels, essential for single-molecule sensitivity
[13]. Large surface area also shows promise for energy storage [11]. A high mo-
bility enables high-frequency electronics [14], such as transistors that can operate
at 100 GHz [15]. Finally its transparency means graphene can replace the trans-
parent conducting electrodes in photonic applications, making flexible LEDs and
photovoltaics [16]. These are just a sample of many possible applications [17].
1.2.2 van der Waals materials
The discovery of graphene has sparked a new interest in the wider family of van der
Waals materials. These are materials that are composed of two-dimensional sheets
held together by van der Waals forces, like graphene sheets making up graphite.
Examples include hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and the transition metal dichalco-
genides (e.g. MoS2 and WSe2).
These van der Waals materials have properties that can compliment those of
graphene, while still being extremely thin (essentially two-dimensional). hBN, for
example, is a wide-bandgap (5.97 eV) semiconductor [18]. And the family of metal
dichalcogenides display a range of electronic properties in monolayer form: there
are semiconductors like WS2 and MoS2, metals like NbS2, and even superconductors
like TaSe2 and NbSe2 [19].
While they have shown striking properties, it is the prospect of combining
van der Waals materials that is now receiving the most attention [5], as demon-
strated in figure 1.3. Graphene has already been successfully combined with hBN.
Graphene devices fabricated on a hBN substrate showed mobilities comparable to
those measured for freely-suspended graphene sheets [20], [21]. Further, encap-
sulating a graphene sheet in hBN or MoS2 layers showed a 100-fold increase in
mobility compared to other flat oxides like mica [22].
One remaining challenge with the van der Waals heterostructures is how they
are produced. Currently they are made predominantly by exfoliating and stacking
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Figure 1.3: Some of the family of van der Waals materials. Stacking these different
layers opens routes to many new heterostructures. Taken from [5].
the individual layers. This is time consuming and impractical for large scale appli-
cations. Growth methods are now being looked at as a way of combining graphene
with other materials. It is these methods that motivate the study of the role of van
der Waals epitaxy in van der Waals materials systems.
1.2.3 van der Waals epitaxy
Epitaxy — from the Greek of epi, meaning above, and taxis, an ordered manner — is
the study of crystalline films grown on crystalline substrates. Heteroepitaxy, where
the film and substrate are different materials, has been the foundation of the semi-
conductor industry, where device architectures are fabricated by epitaxially growing
layers. In traditional epitaxial growth the dangling bonds of the film material satisfy
the dangling bonds of the substrate material, as shown in figure 1.4. For this reason,
the symmetry and relative lattice parameters of the two has a direct impact on the
resulting interface. The difference in lattice parameter, called the lattice mismatch,
7
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of epitaxial growth. In traditional epitaxy (a) the film and
substrate bond covalently to satisfy the other’s dangling bonds. Often the lattice
parameter of the substrate does not match that of the film and so strain and dislo-
cations are present (b). In contrast, in van der Waals epitaxy the film and substrate
interact through weak van der Waals forces (c). Adapted from [23], [26].
is defined [23] as
f =
as − a
a
(1.9)
where a is the lattice parameter of the film material and as that of the substrate.
For lattice mismatches greater than 5 % the interface will display dislocations and
stacking faults. These defects are generally deleterious to device performance [24].
For smaller mismatches the interface will be strained, and this again has an impact
on the interface’s properties [25].
In contrast to this ‘traditional’ epitaxy, with a covalently bonded film and
substrate, in van der Waals epitaxy, the two interact through weak van der Waals
forces. van der Waals epitaxy is typified by four conditions [23].
1. The film exhibits a consistent orientation relationship with the substrate
2. The lattice planes at the interface are incoherent and incommensurate
3. The interface shows no excessive strain induced by the epitxay
4. The epitaxy persists even for large lattice mismatches and different symmetries
This final condition — the relaxing of the lattice matching condition — is
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one of the main reasons for studying van der Waals epitaxy. Without the need to
match lattice parameters or symmetries, there is greater freedom in choosing the
film and substrate materials.
The combinations of materials can be classified into three categories: van
der Waals films on conventional substrates; conventional films on van der Waals
substrates; and structures where both the film and substrate are van der Waals
materials.
For van der Waals materials on conventional substrates, one area that has
benefited is the growth of crystalline nanowires. Here the alignment and orientation
of the wires has an impact on their photonic and electronic properties. Relaxing the
lattice mismatch by exploiting van der Waals epitaxy has reduced defects in these
wires and enabled more material options. Examples include FePc nanowires on
glass [27] and cadmium chalcogenide on mica for photovoltaics [28].
This mismatch relaxing condition was also exploited when GaSe was grown
in two-dimensional form via van der Waals epitaxy on mica [29]. The resulting
heterostructures were used as photodiodes with a quantum efficiency of 23.6 %, a
relatively large value for a two-dimensional layer.
van der Waals materials can also be used as substrates, and graphene pro-
vides the ideal example for studying van der Waals epitaxy. This has already been
demonstrated for GaN [30], where high-quality GaN films were grown epitaxially
on graphene for use as blue LEDs. Furthermore, because there was only a weak
interaction between the GaN and the substrate, the GaN film could be transferred to
other substrates, and the graphene reused for more growth. Graphene has also been
used in the growth of highly aligned, vertical, InAs nanowires [31]. The weak in-
teraction demonstrates another advantage of van der Waals epitaxy over traditional
epitaxy.
Finally, van der Waals materials can be the film and substrate. An early
example was growing GaSe on WSe2 [32]. Despite a lattice mismatch of 14 %,
films with perfect epitaxial alignment were grown. More recently, atomically thin
MoS2 has been grown on graphene, with evidence of epitaxy presenting as an MoS2
9
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Figure 1.5: A comparison of the quality and the price for different graphene produc-
tion routes. CVD has become the most popular route to cheap, large-area graphene
with good quality. Taken from [4].
orientation defined by the graphene underneath [33]. In another example, after
growing MoS2 on graphene in UHV, measurements of the electronic structure of
both materials found that they were electronically decoupled from each other, even
though the MoS2 grew epitaxially [34]. This highlights the weak, van der Waals
nature of this type of epitaxial growth. Currently, van der Waals heterostructures
are most commonly created by stacking exfoliated layers [35], but growth methods
like this would enhance scalability.
1.2.4 Graphene production
Although graphene displays remarkable properties, it is yet to become a disruptive
technology. One reason for this is the challenge of production. Graphene production
routes are summarised in figure 1.5, and each one has advantages and limitations.
The original exfoliation method involves removing flakes of graphite using
10
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adhesive tape and placing onto a substrate [3]. The same flakes are repeatedly
exfoliated, so that they gradually become thinner. Ultimately, there will be some
flakes that are atomically thin: graphene. The graphene produced in this way is
high-quality, and has been used for many proof-of-concept studies. However, its
limits lie in the labour intensive method of gradually peeling down, and finding, the
single-layer flakes. The flakes are also microns in size, making them unsuitable for
large-area applications.
Another way of exfoliating graphite is in the liquid phase. Here, graphite is
sonicated or stirred until individual graphene sheets are separated and dispersed in
a solvent. To assist the dispersion, the graphite can be chemically functionalised,
like in the case of graphene oxide. This has the effect of drastically changing the
graphene’s properties, and this is discussed in more detail in section 1.2.6. On
the other hand, graphite sheets can be exfoliated in liquid without the chemical
functionalisation using high shear forces [36], preserving the graphene quality. In
either case, limitations lie in the sheet size, which is often only microns across.
However, these methods still show promise for graphene-based inks and coatings.
Another graphene production route is the sublimation of Si from SiC. Here,
SiC wafers are heated to above 1000◦C in UHV. The face of the wafers lose Si through
sublimation and the remaining carbon atoms arrange in a honeycomb lattice [37].
The resulting graphene is high-quality and covers large areas, but the cost from the
substrate and method limits it to high-end applications.
Finally the last method discussed here is chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
of graphene onto metal foils. This is currently the most industrially favourable
graphene production method, because it yields large-area, high-quality graphene,
cheaply.
1.2.5 Graphene CVD
In CVD graphene growth, carbon containing precursors are catalytically broken
down by a substrate, and the carbon atoms arrange into the graphene lattice. The
reaction is supported by heating the substrate and/or the precursors. This can be
11
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Figure 1.6: A summary of the processes in thin film growth. (a) absorption, (b)
diffusion, (c) dimer formation, (d) aggregation, (e) detachment, (f) edge diffusion,
(g) inter-layer diffusion, (h) dimer formation on second layers, (i) desorption, (j)
dimer diffusion. Taken from [38].
done with thermal CVD, hot-walled, cold-walled or plasma enhanced CVD, along
with others. Hot-walled, thermal CVD is the method used here.
Thin film growth
Graphene CVD proceeds via similar processes to those observed in conventional
thin film growth. Thin film growth can be broken down into 10 important processes
[38]: (a) the flux of growth units incident on the surface; (b) diffusion of these unit
across the surface; the units can then attach together to start clusters (c), or can
aggregate to an existing cluster (d); once attached, they can detach (e) or move
along edges (f); growth units can deposit on top of islands and diffuse or detach
onto the bottom surface (g), or form second-layer clusters (h); growth units can
desorb from the surface (i); and finally, aggregated units can diffuse around the
surface (j). These processes are summarised in figure 1.6.
Which of these processes are important depends on the graphene growth
mechanism. Graphene growth on transition metals is typically described by one of
two different mechanisms [39]: the first is precipitation, where carbon dissolved
12
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into the bulk precipitates to the surface after cooling, forming the graphene lattice
[40]; or adsorption, where carbon diffuses across the surface, before aggregating
into the graphene sheet. Which growth mechanism dominates is substrate depen-
dant. For graphene grown on copper as used here, the adsorption mechanism dom-
inates.
In the adsorption mechanism for thin film growth of graphene, the growth
processes are generally the same, but with some key differences. The first is an
extra process that occurs after surface adsorption: the catalytic decomposition of the
carbon precursor into carbon atoms by the transition metal surface [41]. Because
of this step, carbon species that have landed on an already formed island do not
decompose, and so cannot nucleate a second layer.
Graphene is often observed to grow second layers, but these do not grow on
top of the existing layer [42]. For the adsorption mechanism, the second layers form
from carbon species that migrate underneath the existing graphene layer. These
then nucleate and form a second island, likely at the same nucleation site as the top
layer. This island can then grow while there are carbon atoms available.
Graphene growth
Thermal CVD on metals was first used to grow graphite in 1966, by exposing a Ni
substrate heated to 900◦C to methane [43]. Later, in 1992, single layers of graphite
were observed by STM on Pt(111) surface after it was exposed to ethylene while
heated at 530◦C [44]. After the isolation of graphene in 2004, CVD was revisited as
a route to monolayer graphene production. This was advanced by the discovery that
large-area, uniform films of graphene could be grown on metal substrates, despite
step edges, as shown for ethylene decomposition on Ir [45].
Other metals have now been investigated for CVD growth of graphene. Amongst
all the choices of metallic substrates demonstrated for graphene CVD, copper has be-
come the most popular [46]. This is because it is cheap, unlike platinum or gold. It
is also because it has a low solubility of carbon, unlike nickel (which has a carbon
solubility of≈ 0.9 at% at 900◦C, compared to copper’s< 0.001 at% [47]), where pre-
13
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cipitation from the bulk during cooling makes growing monolayer graphene difficult
[40]; in contrast, for copper, after the substrate is graphene-covered, the breakdown
of carbon is stopped, which terminates the growth [41].
Just like the choice of substrate, there are choices available for carbon pre-
cursors. Liquid sources, like hexane [48] and toluene [49], have been used, along
with solid sources, like PMMA and polystyrene [50]. However, gaseous sources
have become the most popular and of these, methane has become the most com-
mon. CVD of methane onto copper foils produces high-quality graphene cheaply,
and has already been scaled up to 30 inch sheets [51].
Despite progress in graphene CVD, problems remain in the quality, which is
affected mainly by the grain structure. CVD graphene is polycrystalline, with sepa-
rate islands nucleating across the foil and growing and merging to form a complete
film that contains grain boundaries. It is these grain boundaries that fail first under
external forces [52], [53], and are expected to scatter charge carriers [54], reducing
the electrical performance. Minimising the number of grain boundaries is a priority
of CVD graphene research.
Grain boundaries can be minimised in two ways: first, by increasing the grain
size, and second, by exploiting an epitaxial relationship so grains share common
orientations and remove misorientated grain boundaries [55], [56].
If independently nucleating grains do not share common orientations, the
grain size of the graphene film will be directly related to the number of nucleated
grains. In the extreme, a single crystal of graphene could be grown if nucleation
was suppressed to a single point, and this grain then allowed to develop into the
final film. Suppressing nucleation by removing nucleation sites has made progress
[56] since CVD was first demonstrated. Among possible strategies, electropolishing
the copper surface [49], growing onto a molten copper substrate [57], and using
oxygen to remove any existing carbon nucleation sites before growth [58] have all
increased the graphene grain size. Currently grains around 5 millimetres are now
possible [59], [60].
At the same time, an epitaxial relationship between graphene and copper
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could exist [61]. For other substrates this has already been seen, like growth on SiC
[37]. But there are still questions for graphene grown on copper. On the Cu(111)
face, epitaxial growth has been seen [62], helped by the matching symmetry and
small lattice mismatch (f = 3.5 %). However, the cheap technologically relevant
foils show other crystallographic faces, like Cu(100) [63] where the lattice param-
eters and symmetry do not match. This lack of lattice matching presents the first
opportunity to study van der Waals epitaxy in the graphene/copper heterostructure,
and is the focus of chapter 3.
1.2.6 Covalent functionalisation of graphene
Other than CVD graphene, chemically assisted exfoliation is another promising pro-
duction route. This yields only small flakes of graphene, but in large volumes with
solution processability, and has shown promise for composites and coatings. The
most common chemical exfoliation route is graphene oxide (GO). To make GO,
graphite powder is heavily oxidised (often using a modified version of Hummer’s
original method [64]) and then sonicated and stirred in a solvent to separate and
disperse individual sheets [65].
The structure of these oxidised sheets is debated, with some of the proposed
models shown in figure 1.7. The exact structure of GO depends on the oxida-
tion conditions and on the graphite precursor [66]. Accompanying the oxidised
graphene sheets are much smaller graphene sheets (nanometres across) that are
heavily functionalised with oxygen groups. These smaller sheets, called oxidative
debris, adhere non-covalently to the graphene sheets [67]. This debris can be re-
moved by ‘base-washing’ (heating the GO in NaOH and separating the aggregate
out), and the result is termed base-washed GO. This base-washed GO has a higher
C:O ratio of 4:1 compared to 2:1 for ‘as produced’ GO, suggesting the functionalised
graphene backbone is not as decorated as bulk measurements would suggest [67].
The oxygen groups that are attached to the graphene backbone are generally
detrimental to graphene’s properties. The disruption they cause to the sp2 bonded
network makes GO an insulator [65]. This has hindered GO as a large-scale produc-
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Figure 1.7: Proposed structural models for graphene oxide. The Lerf-Klinowski and
Dékány models are examples of what is now the most accepted. The lower examples
are earlier suggestions. Taken from [66].
tion route for graphene-based electronic applications.
However, reducing graphene oxide has shown promise. Here, reduction ei-
ther by chemical methods (such as hydrazine vapour) or heating — or by a combi-
nation of the two — yields GO that that has a higher C:O ratio than as produced
GO. This reduced GO (rGO) has better electronic quality [68], [69], and has suc-
cessfully been used in devices. For example, in transparent conducting electrodes
[70] and FETs [71]. These reduction methods are not fully understood and are yet
to recover perfect graphene [72]. A step to understanding oxygen functionalisation
of graphene is presented in chapter 4.
Covalent functionalisation could also be used to tune graphene’s properties.
For example, hydrogenated graphene becomes an insulator [73]. Nitrogen dopants
have also attracted much attention. Adding nitrogen to graphene creates active re-
gions that catalyse oxygen reduction reactions or that facilitate attaching nanopar-
ticles [74], [75]. Further nitrogen doping offer opportunities to tune graphene’s
electronic properties. N-doped graphene films doubled the discharge capacity of Li-
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ion batteries when used instead of pristine graphene electrodes [76], and a field ef-
fect transistor (FET) fabricated with N-doped graphene displayed n-type behaviour
and a 0.16 eV band gap [77]. Understanding the effect of the covalently attached
nitrogen is also discussed in chapter 4.
Lastly, covalent functionalisation of graphene also provides opportunities to
study van der Waals epitaxy. In section 1.2.5, two important processes identified
in thin film growth were surface diffusion of growth units and nucleation. Both of
these will proceed differently on a graphene surface that has been functionalised
compared to pristine graphene. Currently GO and rGO are the most widely used
graphene materials because they are cheap to produce, and so it is important to un-
derstand how the functionalisation affects thin film growth on these substrates. This
starts by establishing the key differences between graphene and its functionalised
counterparts.
1.2.7 Molecular heterostructures
Organic semiconductors
While covalent functionalisation offers many opportunities, another set of graphene
heterostructures receiving significant interest are organic molecular overlayers [78].
This is because some organic molecules display semiconducting behaviour and elec-
tronics based on these are heralded to reduce the financial and environmental
cost of the electronics industry [79]–[81]. Organic semiconductors (OSCs) are
cheap, processable, and have shown performance capabilities in organic photo-
voltaics (OPVs) [82], organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) [81], and organic light-
emitting diodes [83] approaching that of their inorganic counterparts.
Graphene provides the ideal substrate for these molecules, for example,
as the transparent conducting electrodes in organic photovoltaics [84], [85], and
so there is considerable interest in understanding thin film growth of OSCs on
graphene.
To deposit molecules onto a substrate, organic molecular beam deposition
(OMBD) has become increasingly popular [86]. This is where organic molecules are
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Figure 1.8: (a) Structure of a metallophthalocyanine, where M represents either
a metal or a metal functional group. (b) vanadyl-phthalocyanine (M=VO). The
functional group sticks out of the phthalocyanine plane. Adapted from [89], [90].
evaporated from a crucible that is pointed at the target substrate, all in UHV. OMBD
has advantages over other deposition methods (like self-assembly from solutions):
the rate and time of growth can be carefully tuned to give layer thickness control. On
top of this, OMBD is performed in UHV, meaning substrates can be kept atomically
clean.
For OMBD, the molecule-substrate interaction is critical [87]. Because both
the molecules and graphene lack dangling bonds, these interactions are often driven
by van der Waals forces. The growth mechanism of the resulting thin films follow
the same processes as outlined in section 1.2.5, but with the growth units now
molecules rather than atoms.
One of the most promising organic molecular systems for electronics are the
metallophthalocyanines (MPc) [88]. They consist of four isoindole units with a
metal (or metal group) in the centre, as shown in figure 1.8(a). These molecules
fall into two categories: planar phthalocyanines, which have a single atom in the
centre (e.g. CuPc, ZnPc), and so are almost flat; or non-planar phthalocyanines,
which have a functional group at the centre, and so display an out-of-plane dipole
(e.g. vanadyl-phthalocyanine, VOPc).
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VOPc, shown in figure 1.8(b), is the phthalocyanine studied here. It was
first used in dyes and inks because it is optically active in the visible range. Now
this activity motivates their incorporation into OPVs as the active layer, where the
photogenerated current originates [89]. VOPc also shows promise for (OTFTs) [91].
For VOPc and other phthalocyanines, their performance in the active layer
depends on the morphology of the crystal structure after deposition. This structure
should promote efficient charge transport in the desired current direction [81]: for
OPVs, this is perpendicular to the substrate [92]; for OTFTs, on the other hand, this
is parallel to the substrate [81]. Charge is most efficiently transported in the pi-pi
stacking direction for disc-like molecules, like VOPc [81]. Controlling the growth of
semiconducting molecules to encourage a pi-pi stacking direction perpendicular to
the substrate (face-on orientation) is crucial for OPV performance [93]. For OTFTs,
the edge-on orientation would be optimal.
In addition to crystal structure, the extent of the crystallinity will have an im-
pact on device performance. Single crystals will perform better than polycrystalline
films. This is primarily because boundaries between grains can trap or scatter charge
carriers, reducing the efficiency of the charge transport [94].
The deposition substrate also has an impact on morphology and crystallinity.
In many organic electronics, the substrates are amorphous — like indium tin oxide
(ITO) for OPVs and SiO2 for OTFTs. Films of disc-like molecules deposited onto
these substrates are often of poor quality [95].
However, order-inducing layers deposited onto the amorphous substrate be-
fore deposition are a route to controlling the growth morphology. As an exam-
ple, VOPc was deposited onto an order-inducing layer of p-sexiphenyl (p-6P) on
Al2O3, which resulted in an increase in film crystallinity and crystal size [91]. Ul-
timately, these changes caused a 100-fold increase in the mobility. This ‘weak epi-
taxial growth’ [95] demonstrates how important van der Waals epitaxy is in these
systems.
Graphene has also shown promise as the order-inducing substrate. CVD
graphene was transferred onto an ITO substrate before deposition of Cl16AlPc [96]
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resulting in greater crystallinity. STM was used to study FePc on graphene grown on
Ru(0001) [97]. In this case, the molecules arranged in a Kagome lattice, providing
an interesting chance to study the magnetic properties of these structures.
At the same time, other 2D substrates are being explored as substrates for
OSCs [98]. One of these is GO because of its ease and scalability of production
highlighted in section 1.2.6. Thin films of F16CuPc deposited onto GO formed is-
lands that were 10 to 20 nm across and displayed a polycrystalline ring in diffraction
patterns [99]. GO paper has also been functionalised with ZnPc in an attempt to
combine these two materials, which has shown promise for optoelectronics [100],
[101]. ZnPc has also been used to exfoliate graphite directly [102]. The structure of
OSCs on GO compared to graphene provides an opportunity to study van der Waals
epitaxy in these materials.
Along with changing the growth substrate material to control morphology,
changing the substrate temperature can also be used. Increasing the substrate tem-
perature increases the mobility of the molecules on the surface. This higher diffusion
rate encourages growth units to aggregate to an existing cluster rather than nucleate
their own. This increases the island size of the molecular crystals.
This has been demonstrated for VOPc, where depositing onto quartz at 90◦C
resulted in crystals that were hundreds of nanometres across, as opposed to tens
of nanometres across when deposited onto a substrate at 30◦C [90]. The same is
true for VOPc deposited onto CuI; at 26◦C crystals were tens of nanometres across,
increasing to micrometres across at 155◦C [103]. Elevated temperatures also helped
increase the crystallinity of VOPc on p-sexiphenyl (p-6P) [91].
It is clear that the semiconducting molecules are affected by the crystallinity
of the substrate, and its temperature during deposition. Although growing organic
crystals on graphene has been investigated, the substrate temperature effect has
not. Further, the effect of the non-uniform surface of graphene oxide is not fully un-
derstood. Examining how substrate temperature affects VOPc growth on graphene,
and how this changes for GO, is the focus of chapter 5.
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Supramolecular chemistry
Supramolecular chemistry is the study of structures composed of molecules or ions
that are held together by non-covalent forces like van der Waals forces and hydrogen
bonds. It forms a large part of biological chemistry and nanotechnology, as just some
examples [104].
There are two main branches of supramolecular chemistry. The first is host-
guest chemistry. This is where one molecule or ion (the guest) fits inside another
molecule (the host), where the host is normally significantly larger than the guest.
These types of interactions are often used to trap small molecules in lattices, and
these structures can also act as sensors [104].
The other branch of supramolecular chemistry is self-assembly. Here dis-
crete molecules arrange with spatial organisation, either with or without a substrate.
These structures interact through non-covalent forces, both between molecules and
between the molecules and substrate. Because of these forces, they provide another
opportunity for studying van der Waals epitaxy with molecules.
Many biological processes rely on self-assembly. It plays a role in the most
essential of them all: the replication of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Here, hydro-
gen bonds between the nucleobases of the two strands of the double helix can be
broken and reformed easily during replication. If these bonds were covalent, vast
amounts of energy would be required and the process would be infeasible [104].
Supramolecular assembly is also studied as a route to nanomaterials. Self-
assembly is the foundation of bottom-up fabrication. This presents many opportu-
nities to produce nanotechnology that is compact and cheap to produce because the
structures form spontaneously [105]. Wires, switches, and rectifiers are all possible
to form by self-assembly, just by choosing the right molecular precursors [104].
The substrate plays an important role in self-assembly. The most commonly
used substrates are highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and Au(111), pri-
marily because they are easy to prepare and use [106]. In these cases, substrate
driven interactions have a profound effect on the resulting assembly.
As a van der Waals surface, graphene provides an ideal choice of substrate
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Figure 1.9: (a) chemical structure of TMA. TMA forms two network structures: (b)
the chicken-wire structure, and (c) the flower structure. Taken from [110].
for supramolecular assembly. Perylene tetracarbox-ylic diimide (PTCDI) when de-
posited onto epitaxial graphene forms rows that run parallel to the high-symmetry
directions of the moiré-like substrate [107]. As another example, tetratetracontane
(TTC) also forms rows when deposited onto graphene [108]. In this case, the inter-
action between TTC and graphene is strong enough to bend the graphene surface
when it is suspended on water layers.
Trimesic acid (TMA) and terephthalic acid (TPA) are two aromatic molecules
that have been intensively studied for supramolecular assembly. Here hydrogen
bonds form between the carbonyl and alcohol groups on the vertices of the molecules
and extended networks are the result. For TMA, shown in figure 1.9(a), these net-
works have been seen in two forms: the chicken-wire (panel (b)) and the flower
structure (panel (c)). Both of these structures have been seen on graphite under
UHV [109] and at the solid-liquid interface [110]. On the other hand, for TPA, a
brickwork pattern is seen (shown in figure 1.10). This has been seen on graphite
[111] and Pt(111) [112], both at the solid-liquid interface.
As before, graphene provides an ideal substrate for studying supramolecular
assembly for TMA and TPA. For TPA, the same brickwork structure as for graphite is
observed on CVD graphene grown on Pt(111) [113]. Here they observed a 3×4 TPA
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Figure 1.10: (a) chemical structure of TPA and (b) the ‘brickwork’ network structure
that it forms. Taken from [111].
superstructure over the graphene lattice, and that this structure was seen in all six
equivalent graphene directions. This is another example of van der Waals epitaxy
of organics on graphene.
Molecular Metrology
When studying supramolecular assembly on surfaces, scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM) is most commonly used [106], [114]. With STM, the 2D structure is obtain-
able at the atomic scale, and so can provide detailed information for monolayer
growth or below. However, less information is available about the out-of-plane
structure. This has left questions about how the monolayer growth proceeds to
thin film growth.
To study multilayers of these molecules, spectroscopy can be used. This has
been shown for TPA on graphene using near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) [115]. However, these are indirect techniques and so interpretation is
difficult.
Electron microscopy has been used to study self-assembly. Historically, these
have often been in two areas: self-assembly of metal nanoparticles, where the large
contrast and beam-stable particles are well suited to electron microscopy [116],
[117]; and electron microscopy has also been used to study self-assembly of biolog-
ical and polymer materials. The latter of these requires careful exposure to the beam
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to prevent damage to the specimen [118], and has benefited from improvements in
low-voltage TEM [119].
Recently, electron microscopy has also been used to understand molecular
thin films of OSCs. For example, scanning TEM (STEM) has been used to study grain
boundaries in molecular crystals of chlorinated copper phthalocyanine (Cl16CuPc)
[120]. In addition, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) was used to study the molecular
interface of a CuPc/C60 active layer in an OPV [121].
CVD graphene provides the ideal TEM support to study molecular layers
because it contributes virtually no contrast to images. On top of this, the organic
molecules can be directly deposited [99], which removes any degradation of the film
during the transfer process, or during focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out preparation
[122]. Therefore, electron microscopy is also used to help understand VOPc growth
on graphene in chapter 5, and in chapter 6 to directly study der Waals epitaxy for
TMA and TPA on graphene.
Overall, graphene has shown huge promise for the next generation of tech-
nologies, and it is graphene-based heterostructures that are currently receiving the
most attention. Whether the heterostructures are studied to further production
methods — like graphene grown on copper, or chemically assisted exfoliation —
or as a result of deliberate modification — like adding atomic species and molecular
overlayers — there are still unknowns. Understanding how graphene interacts in
these heterostructures is essential.
1.3 Scope of this thesis
In this thesis, graphene heterostructures are examined using microscopy and sur-
face science techniques in an attempt to understand their physical, chemical and
electronic structures, and the interactions that drive them. Weak, van der Waals
interactions with graphene result in a rich variety of thin film growth phenomena in
these heterostructures.
First, in chapter 3, the graphene-copper interaction is investigated by ob-
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serving how graphene grows on copper via CVD. The graphene grows with an ori-
entation preference across millimetres of copper foil, which points to an epitaxial
relationship between the two. Furthermore, the electronic structure of graphene on
copper shows a pristine band structure suggesting this interaction is weak, pointing
to an interaction driven by van der Waals epitaxy.
The unchanged band structure of graphene on copper provides the model
system for studying the next heterostructure: graphene combined with atomic species.
This is the focus of chapter 4. Here, graphene is dosed with atomic oxygen and ni-
trogen in ultra-high vacuum. The chemical changes on dosing are followed with XPS
and the structural changes with TEM. These changes are then linked to changes in
the electronic structure with ARPES. Finally, the reversibility of these changes are
probed by attempting to remove the functional groups by annealing. These results
give an important insight into the differences between graphene and chemically
modified graphene.
After this, graphene in molecular heterostructures is presented in the re-
maining two chapters. First, in chapter 5, the formation of crystallites of vanadyl-
phthalocyanine is studied. Using elevated temperatures during deposition produces
crystallites of micron size. The crystallography is measured with acTEM. Further,
the islands are significantly smaller on a functionalised graphene surface of GO,
demonstrating the potential of the homogeneous graphene surface for promoting
high-quality, OSC thin film growth.
The second molecular overlayer system is TMA and TPA presented in chapter
6. TEM is used to investigate the structural transition from supramolecular assembly
of monolayers to three-dimensional thin films. For TMA, van der Waals epitaxy
causes two preferred orientations of a chicken-wire structure relative to graphene
that template through to ≈ 20 nm. After this, the same chicken-wire structure
is seen but with random in-plane orientations. On the other hand, TPA forms a
characteristic brickwork structure at the monolayer that quickly transitions to a bulk
structure seen for thin films. Despite demonstrating a bulk structure, van der Waals
epitaxy is still seen, but with much weaker ordering.
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Experimental methods
2.1 Graphene growth and transfer
2.1.1 Graphene growth
In this thesis graphene is grown onto copper foils from methane via chemical vapour
deposition (CVD). This was first demonstrated in 2009 [46] and the procedure has
evolved over the project. Outlined here are typical experimental parameters and an
explanation of those evolutions.
A photograph and schematic of the CVD system are shown in figure 2.1. A
quartz tube in a tube furnace is pumped from one end, while at the other mass
flow controllers (MFCs) introduce hydrogen and methane. A nitrogen valve is also
present for venting. Within this outer quartz tube is another quartz tube to load the
foils, which sit in the centre of the furnace. The furnace and MFCs are LabVIEW
controlled to ensure reproducible growth conditions.
The growth procedure is as follows: first the foils (Alfa Aesar, product #
13382, purity 99.5 %) are cleaned by sonicating in acetone, rinsing in isopropanol,
followed by drying in nitrogen ((1) in the sample preparation overview, figure 2.2).
They are then loaded into the quartz tube and the system pumped. After reaching
the base pressure of < 1x10−3 mbar, hydrogen is flowed at 10-20 standard cubic
centimetres per minute (sccm), raising the pressure to 2x10−2 mbar. The furnace
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Figure 2.1: Photograph (a) and schematic diagram (b) of the CVD system at War-
wick.
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is heated at 15◦C / min to 1000◦C, where the foils are annealed for 20 minutes. To
start the growth, 2–10 sccm methane is introduced for 10-30 minutes, after which
the flow is stopped. The hydrogen is kept on while the furnace cools and only
stopped below 150◦C, when the foils are removed (2).
Later batches of copper foil were coated with an anti-corrosion layer by the
supplier, which prevented graphene growth. This is not removed with the cleaning
procedure and so a higher purity foil was tried (Alfa Aesar, product # 10950, purity
99.999 %). With these the growth proceeded differently: more methane was needed
to achieve a full coverage (35 sccm for 10 minutes) and the methane flow was
continued at a reduced rate (5 sccm) while the system cooled to prevent etching of
the graphene.
While graphene grew effectively on higher purity foils, it was expensive,
costing 85 p/cm2 as opposed to 3 p/cm2. By now processes had been developed
to remove the anti-corrosion coating. One of these was electropolishing [49]. This
removes the top few hundred nanometres of copper, along with the coating. The
process is as follows: the target foil is placed in an electrolyte bath (containing 50
mL orthophosphoric acid, 1 g urea, 50 mL ethanol, 50 mL isopropanol and 10 mL
deionised water) and attached to the anode of a power supply. To the cathode is
attached a larger copper foil, also placed in the bath. Applying 5 V for ten seconds
(with a current of approximately 2 A) removes the surface layer. The electrolyte
solution is rinsed off the foil with deionised water and isopropanol, after which
they are cleaned as before. Growing a complete graphene film on electropolished
foils required a lower methane flow (2 sccm for 10 minutes) but methane was still
required during cooling.
2.1.2 Graphene transfer
It is sometimes necessary to transfer graphene from copper to other substrates or
supports; the most notable example here is to suspend graphene over grids for trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). Just like for the growth, the transfer procedure
has been developed over time. An outline is presented here and exact details are in
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• Formvar
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• Critical point drying with LCO2
• Heating
Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of sample preparation. Listed on the right are pos-
sible alternatives for each step.
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their respective chapters.
The transfer procedure starts with graphene coated copper foils (2 in figure
2.2). First these are spin coated (0.1 s ramp, 3000 rpm, 45 s dwell) with a poly-
mer support (3). Next, the copper is chemically etched with either iron chloride
or ammonia persulphate, the latter leaving less contamination on the stack (4).
This leaves a polymer coated graphene stack floating in etchant. These stacks are
scooped and placed into deionised water using a glass slide, and this is repeated to
fresh deionised water four times to remove any etchant (5). Once the stack is clean,
it is scooped (6) using the target substrate (the TEM grid, for example). After this
has dried in air, the final step is to remove the polymer support (7), and it is this
step that has required the most development.
The common method for removing polymer is with solvents. For silicon sub-
strates, this involves immersing in the solvent, rinsing and drying. However, this is
not possible for TEM grids because surface tension caused by evaporating solvent
will tear the freely suspended graphene. This difficulty is overcome using a critical
point dryer (CPD). Here grids are placed in a small chamber while they are sub-
merged in solvent. Liquid carbon dioxide, which has a practically achievable critical
point of 31◦C and 1072 psi, replaces the solvent in the chamber through a series
of fills and purges. Drying at this critical point results in no surface tension and
suspended graphene films remain intact.
Despite submersion in solvents, the method above does not produce graphene
grids clean enough for high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). To address this, one strategy
was to try a different polymer support at stage (3). The original polymer was the
commonly used poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). On the other hand, in TEM
grid manufacturing, formvar is used, which is substantially removed using chloro-
form. Formvar (34 mg/ml, dissolved in chloroform) was spin coated onto graphene
coated copper foils with the same parameters as for PMMA. To clean, instead of sub-
mersion in acetone before critical point drying, they are submersed in chloroform
then acetone: it is not possible to CPD from chloroform because it is not miscible
with liquid carbon dioxide.
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Figure 2.3: Effect of thermal treatment on graphene TEM grid cleanliness. Without
heat treatment, the polymer residue is significant and no exposed graphene can be
seen. 200◦C hotplate treatments produce substantial clean areas, however, at 300◦C
holes have been etched into the film. Using higher temperatures (800◦C) in the CVD
does not give noticeably cleaner grids. Each treatment lasted for two hours.
Using formvar results in cleaner graphene grids, but still not clean enough
for HRTEM. For further improvements, in the final stage of cleaning the grids are
heated in two possible ways. The first is to return the transfer to the CVD system
to heat to 800◦C under 20 sccm hydrogen for two hours. The second is to heat in
air on a hotplate at 200◦C for the same amount of time. The latter of these is most
commonly used because it is less time-consuming and does not appear to introduce
defects into the graphene. On the hotplate at higher temperatures, however, etched
holes appear in the film. Figure 2.3 shows the effect of these heating methods.
2.1.3 Graphene oxide
In some parts of this thesis, graphene oxide (GO) is studied and, in contrast to the
intensive graphene transfer procedure, preparing GO TEM supports is straightfor-
ward. GO is produced using the modified Hummer’s method [64], [70], which
yields a GO paper which can be dispersed into deionised water. To coat a TEM sup-
port, first the GO solution is diluted to around 0.02 mg/ml. The GO concentration
has a direct effect on the number of GO layers deposited and can be adjusted; 0.02
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mg/ml will normally yield 50 % coverage of single-layer GO sheets. Second, a lacy
or holey carbon support film is treated with air plasma (100 W, 1 minute), making
the surface hydrophilic and helping the GO disperse uniformly. Finally, a single drop
of GO is cast onto the grid and left to dry in air.
2.2 Microscopy
2.2.1 Optical
Next, the experimental techniques are presented, starting with microscopy. The
drive of microscopy is to visualise objects undetectable by the naked eye. Optical
microscopy uses lenses to form images from visible light and was the method first
used to observe isolated graphene [3]. In this case, the challenge came not from the
dimensions of the graphene sheets, but from the contrast: graphene is 97 % trans-
parent in the visible range. To overcome this, the interference effect between the
graphene sheet and a thin, oxide layer on silicon was exploited, producing enhanced
contrast [123].
Here, however, graphene is grown on copper foils and there is no interfer-
ence effect. But optical microscopes can be used to study the grain structure of the
copper foils, or to assist in sample preparation. A Zeiss Axio Imager.M1m optical
microscope was used.
2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Optical microscopy is limited by a fundamental principle of optics: the Rayleigh
resolution criterion. This states the maximum distance separation, rd, of two objects
to be resolved [124].
rd ≈ 0.61λ
NA
(2.1)
Where NA is the numerical aperture and λ the wavelength used. To resolve smaller
features, smaller wavelengths are needed. Using radiation with shorter wavelengths
than visible light is possible, but these are hindered by difficulties in lensing. Elec-
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trons are another option. These charged particles can be lensed effectively with
electromagnetic fields and have a tunable wavelength (λ) dependent on the voltage
(V ) they are accelerated by
λ =
h√
2m0eV
(
1 + eV
2m0c2
) (2.2)
Electrons are accelerated in the range of 1–300 keV where this relativistic case is
needed.
The first electron microscope presented here is the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) [125]. In an SEM electrons are accelerated to typically 1–20 kV and
focused to a fine spot on the sample. The high energy electrons impinging on the
surface release electrons and photons and these provide the signals for studying in
the SEM. They are recorded as the electron beam spot is rastered over the sample
and a map of the intensities provide the image.
The main signal used for imaging are secondary electrons. These are useful
for seeing the grain structure of the copper foils as well as features not visible in
optical microscopes. Another advantage is the contrast between graphene and cop-
per. The graphene attenuates electrons escaping from the surface so those covered
regions appear darker. Furthermore, areas with stacked graphene layers attenuate
more and are darker still [126].
The next signal involves X-rays. Core electrons are removed by the electron
beam and, as other electrons drop down to fill the hole, photons are released. The
energy difference is quantised and characteristic of both the element and transi-
tion. The amount of an element in the sample can be related to the number of
X-rays counted at a specific energy. Although accurate, quantitative information is
challenging from energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) because factors like surface-
angle affect the counts and are hard to control. Measuring X-ray counts as the beam
is rastered can produce elemental maps.
The final signal considered here is backscattered electrons that satisfy diffrac-
tion conditions, called electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) [127]. The sample
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is tilted to 70◦ relative to the electron source, and a phosphor screen at 90◦ placed
near the sample. Some of the incident electrons are inelastically scattered back-
wards by the sample, and some of these scattered electrons are incident on atomic
planes at the sample surface that satisfy Bragg conditions. Because the energy loss
during the inelastic scattering is small (15–25 eV), the wavelength is considered to
be unchanged. However, the electrons are now incoherent, and so after diffraction
they form Kikuchi bands rather than diffraction spots on the phosphor screen. The
angles between Kikuchi bands is measured (usually through a Hough transform)
and compared with reference angles for the specified material. In this way, the
crystallographic structure is measured at that point and a map of the structure is
produced by rastering the beam.
At Warwick a Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM is used, usually with 10 kV acceler-
ating voltage. EDS spectra and EBSD maps were collected with an EDAX Genesis
analytical system with EBSD detector.
2.2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
To resolve smaller features it is necessary to use a transmission electron microscope
(TEM). The key differences between a TEM and an SEM are the larger accelerating
voltages (80–300 kV) and the transmission rather than reflected geometry [128].
This geometry requires a thin sample and so clearly graphene is ideal. Details of the
common TEM modes are presented here.
The primary imaging mode is bright field mode and the lens geometry is
show in panel (a) of figure 2.4, and an example image in panel (b). There are two
types of contrast mechanisms: mass-thickness contrast, where electrons are strongly
scattered by the sample; and phase contrast, where the sample changes the phase
of the electron wave. Phase contrast is applicable for a weak-phase object, which
applies to the samples studied here, and so is described in more detail.
The electron wave (ψep(r)) just after leaving the sample (called the exit-
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) config-
ured in the three modes used here. Bright field mode (a), diffraction (b) and dark
field (c). Adapted from [128]. Panels (d), (e) and (f) show example images from
each respective mode.
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plane) can be described by [129]
ψep(r) = 1− iφ(r) = 1− ipi
λU
Vt(r) (2.3)
where U is the accelerating voltage and Vt(r) is the projected electrostatic crystal
potential; that is, the potential from the crystal integrated over its thickness. Once
through the sample, the electron wave passes through the objective lens. The effect
this has on the wavefunction is a convolution with a transfer function t(q)
ψ(r) = F−1[ψep(q)t(q)] (2.4)
where q is the two-dimensional vector of the spatial frequency spectrum and ψep(q) =
F [ψep(r)]. The transfer function for a lens (tL(q)) is written
tL(q) = exp
[−2pii
λ
χ(q)
]
(2.5)
Where χ(q) is the aberration function. For conventional TEMs this is described by
χ(q) = χ(q) =
1
2
q2λ2C1 +
1
4
q4λ4C3 (2.6)
where the coefficient C1 is called defocus, and C3 called spherical aberration. Fi-
nally, the image is formed on a CCD by measuring the amplitude of the electron
wave giving an intensity map I(r)
I(r) = |ψ(r)|2 (2.7)
Unfortunately, the available resolution is still far from the theoretical. The limit
is from spherical aberration (C3) introduced by the electron lenses. To begin to
approach the theoretical resolution (and so to see the atomic structure of graphene)
TEMs have been developed with correctors to counteract the aberration, and this is
the focus of the next section.
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Aberration-Corrected TEM
In 1936 Schezer showed that rotationally symmetric lenses used in electron optics
cause strong aberrations of the electron wave function [124]. This spherical aber-
ration (C3) limits the possible resolution of TEM to approximately 1 Å [130].
To fix this, the most common approach is to break the rotational symmetry
by introducing combinations of quadrapoles, hexapoles and octopoles. These mul-
tipoles, combined called aberration correctors, introduce negative spherical aberra-
tion that counteracts the positive spherical aberration.
While this effectively counteracts spherical aberration, its removal causes
other aberrations to become apparent. The aberration function must then take into
account these aberrations and equation (2.6) becomes
χ(ω) = <
{
A0ω +
1
2
C1ωω +
1
2
A1ω
2 +B2ω
2ω +
1
3
A2ω
3
+
1
4
C3(ωω)
2 + S3ω
3ω +
1
4
A3ω
4
} (2.8)
where image shift (A0) and first-order astigmatism (A1) are now included here
where they were left out of equation (2.6), and the higher order astigmatisms are
also included. Here the complex scattering angle is now used |ω| = |θx + iθy| = θ ≈
λq and ω denotes the complex conjugate. The aberrations extend to even higher
orders, but are only shown up to third-order because this is the highest that can be
corrected on the JEOL ARM 200F at Warwick.
All the aberrations can be minimised along with spherical aberration by tun-
ing the current through the correctors in a process outlined here called the Zemlin-
tableau method [129]. To first measure the aberrations, the beam is tilted off the
optic axis. Different order aberrations manifest as defocus (C1) and first-order astig-
matism (A1), both of which can be measured from the FFT of an image of an amor-
phous area. By tilting around the axis, the full aberration profile is obtained [131],
and the corrector currents are iteratively adjusted to minimise their impact.
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Exit-wave reconstruction and simulation
More information is available from a TEM image if the effect of the objective lens
(i.e. the lens aberrations) is removed to recover the electron wave just after it has
left the sample ψep. To recover this exit-wave, the spatial-frequency-dependence of
the contrast transfer function CTF (q) is used.
CTF (q) = − sin
(
2pi
λ
χ(q)
)
= − sin
(
2pi
λ
1
2
q2λ2C1 +
1
4
q4λ4C3
)
(2.9)
Where the conventional aberration function (equation (2.6)) has been used for sim-
plicity. The most practical method to recover the exit-wave is called the focus vari-
ation method. The principle is that by taking images at different defocus (C1),
information at different frequencies is transferred by the CTF (q). The information
from each defocus is then combined to reconstruct the exit-wave. This was done
using a custom, exit-wave-reconstruction procedure written by Adam Dyson [132].
Even with the improvement in microscope resolution, and exit-wave recon-
struction, TEM images can often be difficult to interpret. One solution to this prob-
lem is to simulate the exit-wave, or, furthermore, to include in the simulation the
effect of the objective lens and camera to then compare to real images. In this thesis,
simulations were performed using a custom routine (Adam Dyson [132]) based on
the multi-slice method. In this procedure, the sample structure is first divided into
fine planes normal to the electron beam. The transmission function for each plane
(or slice) is calculated from the atomic positions in that slice, and these functions
applied in turn to the electron wave. The result after the final slice is the exit-wave.
To compare to real images, the transmission function of the objective lens is applied,
the amplitude of the wave taken, which is then combined with noise introduced by
the CCD.
Low-electron-dose techniques
One disadvantage of electron microscopes is the damage caused by the electron
beam. Electrons cause damage through scattering with the sample [133], with the
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most relevant here being in two categories [134]: for conductors, knock-on dam-
age, where atoms are displaced after elastic scattering from electrons; and for semi-
conductors and insulators, radiolysis, where charge cannot dissipate quickly after
holes are created by inelastic scattering, and ionisation damage occurs. The dam-
age mechanisms are affected by the choice of electron accelerating voltage [134].
For the conductor graphene, using 80 kV significantly reduces knock-on damage and
normal imaging is possible.
For more delicate samples, the damage is still too great. The next option is
to reduce the number of electron interactions by using a lower electron dose. These
low-dose methods have been developed for delicate, biological samples. However,
these techniques still expose the samples too much for some organic molecules, and
have been developed further. Here, the advantage of thin films covering graphene
that covers regularly spaced holes was exploited. The procedure is to expose one
graphene covered hole to set the microscope to the correct conditions. Then, the
beam is shifted away, the stage moved to the next hole, and, after the drift has
settled, the region is exposed while the CCD is recording. Acceptable images are
acquired immediately after exposure, but immediately after that, the sample is too
damaged. The process can be repeated through each hole of the sample. Using these
methods means no dose is used finding the correct area and setting the microscope,
both of which expose the sample to electron dose.
An example of this for vanadyl-phthaloycanine (see chapter 5) is shown in
figure 2.5. Just before exposure (a), the frame and its FFT show only noise features
from the CCD. Just after the sample has been exposed (b), the crystalline struc-
ture of the molecules is apparent, as shown by spots in the FFT. Just 0.3 seconds
later, the spots have been replaced by rings, which indicate amorphous material,
demonstrating the rapid damage caused by the electron beam.
Electron diffraction and dark field TEM
It is also possible to study electron diffraction in a TEM. This is shown in panels
(c) and (d) of figure 2.4. The intermediate lens strength is decreased so diffracted
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Figure 2.5: Example images from using the low-dose procedure. (a) is the frame
captured just before exposure, with an FFT of this region below. The only features
are from noise from the CCD. (b) is captured at exposure to the beam. Here, features
from the crystalline molecules are visible. However, 0.3 and 0.6 s after exposure ((c)
and (d)), amorphous rings are the only features in the FFT, showing how the beam
has damaged the crystalline structure of the films.
beams are within the recording area. The diffracted intensity, I, is given by
I = ΦΦ (2.10)
where Φ denotes the complex conjugate and
Φ = f(θ)
∑
n
exp[−i(k− k′).rn] (2.11)
where f(θ) is the scattering factor, k and k′ are the incident and scattered elec-
tron wavevectors and rn are the atom positions. Diffraction peaks appear when the
wavevectors satisfy k − k′ = Ghkl where Ghkl is the reciprocal lattice vector. For
graphene, electron diffraction reveals lattice spacing, in-plane orientation, and it
is also possible to distinguish the number of layers from the intensity of diffracted
beams [135]. Another advantage is the use of apertures to select the area of the sam-
ple to form the diffraction pattern from (selected-area electron diffraction (SAED)).
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The final TEM mode used here is dark field imaging. Here images are formed
from scattered beams only, selected with the objective aperture. An application
for graphene is imaging using only electrons from diffraction spots from different
in-plane orientations, and making a colour composite to show the graphene grain
structure.
Three TEMs were used in this work. The JEOL 2000 FX is operated at 200
kV and was used for diffraction, and bright field and dark field imaging. The same is
true for the JEOL 2100. Finally, the latest addition is the JEOL ARM 200F. This TEM
contains two CEOS aberration correctors: one for image correction as discussed
above; and the other for probe correction only relevant for scanning TEM (STEM),
not used here. This microscope was operated at 80 kV to minimise beam damage.
All images were recorded using Gatan Orius cameras.
2.2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy
The next two sections present scanning probe microscopy (SPM), where a fine probe
is moved over a surface and the interaction between the two is monitored. A map
of the scale of this interaction forms the image.
The most common SPM technique is atomic force microscopy (AFM) [136].
In AFM, the fine probe, attached to a spring-like cantilever, interacts with the surface
through physical forces. The cantilever movement is measured through a reflected
laser dot onto a quadrant photodiode, as shown in figure 2.6. Although many forces
can be investigated in many modes, the most routine are topographic modes —
those that map the sample height. This can be found using two schemes: contact
mode and tapping mode.
In contact mode the tip is pressed against the surface causing the cantilever
to deflect away through repulsive van der Waals forces. This deflection is kept
constant by using a feedback loop on the height of the stage while the tip moves
across the sample, giving a height map.
In tapping mode, instead of pressing the tip into the sample, the cantilever is
oscillated above the surface. As the cantilever approaches the surface the oscillation
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Contact mode Tapping mode
Laser
Cantilever
Tip
Photodetector
Figure 2.6: Schematic of the cantilever and photodiode in an AFM. The distance
between the cantilever and the detector is much larger than shown here and a small
cantilever movement causes a large spot movement.
amplitude is damped by the tip-sample interaction. The reduction in amplitude is
kept constant through feedback on the stage height, again giving a height map. In
contrast to contact mode, the forces are often not large enough to alter the surface,
and so tapping mode is used to preserve delicate samples.
Both tapping and contact mode provide information about sample height.
For graphene, detection from height alone is problematic, in particular on cop-
per where the surface topography changes are much greater than the thickness of
graphene. One possible solution is to detect graphene through a different force in-
teraction. The next section looks at measuring the friction force between the tip and
surface.
2.2.5 Friction Force Microscopy
Friction force microscopy gives a signal dependent on the local coefficient of friction
across the sample surface [137]. The tip now moves perpendicular to the cantilever
length, and lateral torsion of the lever is detected as lateral movement of the laser
spot on the photodiode. A schematic of this is shown in panel (a) of figure 2.7. As
the tip moves across a high-friction surface, the lever is deflected to high values;
as the tip moves across a low-friction surface, lower values are recorded. This is
shown in panel (b) of figure 2.7 and is referred to as the trace. For the retrace on
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of how a friction force microscopy image is formed. (a) shows
how lateral movement of the tip causes lateral movement on the photodiode, and
then shown for different friction surfaces in (b). (c) is the free-body diagram of the
tip moving up and down an inclined plane. (d) the effect this has on the lateral
signal.
a high-friction surface, the spot is deflected to large, negative values, and on the
low-friction to smaller values. This shows that the width of the friction loop (the
difference between the trace and the retrace) is related to the coefficient of friction,
µ. Using Amonton’s Law gives
T = µ(L+A)
where T is the torsional force, L is the load and A the adhesion of the tip to the
surface.
The advantage of FFM is that, to a first approximation, topography changes
do not affect the width of the friction loop; they only apply an offset to the centre.
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To see this consider the free-body diagram of a tip moving on an inclined surface,
shown in figure 2.7(c) [138]. The torsional force T on the tip as it moves up or
down the slope is resolved as
Tu/d =
Lsinθ ± µ(Lcosθ +A)
cosθ ∓ µsinθ (2.12)
where u and d represent moving up and down respectively. This can be expanded
using Taylor series as
Tu/d = ±µ(L+A) + Lθ + µ(L+A)θ +O(θ2) (2.13)
Taking the difference of the up and down torsion forces — equivalent to finding the
difference of the trace and retrace, hence the full width of the friction loop (2W in
figure 2.7)
2W = Tu − Td = 2µ(L+A) +O(θ2) (2.14)
While the torsional force depends strongly on the topography the friction force does
not.
As an example, figure 2.8 shows FFM of a partially covered graphene on cop-
per foil. Panel (a) shows the height image, where the striations from the cold-rolled
copper are clear [49]. Panel (b) shows the deflection image (the difference between
the deflection setpoint and actual value at that point), which again is dominated by
topographic features. Panels (c) and (d) show the trace and retrace on the lateral
signal. There are now contrast features in these images, in particular around flat
regions, but the topography remains distinct. Finally, panel (e) shows the result
of subtracting the trace from the retrace. As expected, the topographic contribu-
tion has been removed, and the contrast is wholly from the different coefficients of
friction across the surface. Patches of darker, low-friction graphene [139] are clear
on the higher-friction (copper-coloured) copper substrate. Panel (f) shows how the
trace and retrace vary with topography, but also that the friction-loop width changes
only with friction.
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Figure 2.8: Formation of an FFM image. (a) is the height of a copper surface par-
tially covered with graphene, (b) the deflection, (c) and (d) the trace and retrace
respectively. (e) the FFM image formed from subtracting (c) and (d). (f) shows line
profiles from the trace and retrace.
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Figure 2.9: (a) lateral signal at the nanoscale. (b) FFT of (a) showing graphene
orientation. Images taken by M. Phillips from Asylum Research.
Further to this imaging, the lateral forces can be probed at the nanoscale
and can reveal the graphene structure. A tip sliding over the graphene surface at
this scale will experience stick-slip friction at the atomic scale, where regular jumps
from the tip moving over the surface lattice can be seen in the lateral signal [136].
Remarkably, this even works for large tips with multi-asperities [140] and so no
special tip selection is required. Figure 2.9 shows the lateral trace signal from a 25
nm scan. The periodic features in the scan are more apparent in an FFT of the image,
and this shows a hexagonal array of spots with graphene-like spacings. These can
be used to find the local orientation of graphene, defined here by the angle θ.
In practice most of the work was done on an Asylum Research MFP3D, with
closed loop stage, which is a key requirement when subtracting the trace from the
retrace. This tips used were NSC 18 (k = 2.8 N/m, 75 kHz resonant frequency). For
lattice orientation, an Asylum Research Cypher was used, the extra stability needed
to see the lattice features. The same NSC 18 tips were used.
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2.3 Surface Science Techniques
2.3.1 Ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
The earliest work on graphene overlayers (then called monolayer graphite) was
conducted in a surface science setting [141], [142]. To study surfaces, techniques
are generally employed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) — that is, at pressures below
10−9 mbar. This is to ensure that surfaces are kept unaltered by adsorbates. Sur-
prisingly, graphene grown on low-cost copper foils, prepared ex situ and not on
an ideal single-crystal, can still be studied with these surface techniques. In this
chapter, these techniques are outlined. For all of these, samples were grown ex situ
and, once loaded into UHV, were treated with a one-hour anneal at around 200◦C
to remove surface adsorbates (unless specified differently).
2.3.2 Functionalisation and deposition
One advantage of UHV is the possibility of clean, controlled functionalisation. Here
this is done with atomic species that are produced using two types of molecular
crackers. First a thermal cracker, which contains a tungsten filament wrapped
around a quartz gas inlet. The heated filament provides the energy required to
separate the molecular bonds. Here this was using a Oxford Applied Research TC50
Thermal Gas Cracker. However, for some molecular species (like nitrogen) these
sources do not provide enough energy to break the bonds. The second source cre-
ates a plasma from the gas, and the sample is placed downstream after a series
of apertures that inhibit ions. For this a Tectra Gen II plasma source, operated in
atomic source mode, was used.
As well as depositing atomic species, organic molecules can be deposited in
UHV. The advantages are the same; it is clean and easily controllable with time. A
crucible is filled with the organic molecules and is pointed towards the target sub-
strate. When heated, molecules evaporate from the crucible and are deposited onto
the substrate. The rate of deposition can be controlled by changing the temperature
and quantified using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Once the rate has sta-
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bilised, the substrate is inserted into the molecular beam. This process is called or-
ganic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) and is used here to deposit trimesic acid
(TMA), terephthalic acid (TPA) and vanadyl-phthalocyanine (VOPc) onto graphene.
2.3.3 Low-Energy Electron Diffraction
Electron diffraction is an ideal tool for studying the crystallography of graphene, as
shown in the TEM section. However, to perform electron diffraction in a TEM re-
quires graphene to be transferred to an electron-transparent substrate. This process
takes time, could damage the graphene and, ultimately, the graphene-copper reg-
istry is lost. It is possible to study electron diffraction in reflective geometry using
low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). For this, no transfer is needed and so the
substrate registry is available.
In a LEED setup, an electron gun points normal to the sample surface. Also
normal to the surface is a fluorescent screen to detect the electrons. Between the
screen and the surface are charged plates that remove any electrons that have lost
energy while interacting with the sample. By screening these inelastically scattered
electrons, only those satisfying diffraction conditions reach the screen. Using low-
energy electrons (30–200 eV) keeps the diffraction surface specific.
2.3.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The photoelectric effect is where electrons are liberated from a surface by incident
light. When photons of energy E = hν are incident on the surface they transfer
energy to the material’s electrons, which can escape the surface with energy
Ee− = hν −BE − φ (2.15)
with φ the work function of the material and BE the binding energy. These binding
energies are characteristic of the electron’s environment, both of the element and
the quantum numbers.
In X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) monochromatic photons in the
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Figure 2.10: (a) energy levels in a solid, and the intensity they cause in a photoe-
mission spectrum. (b) photoemission angles used in ARPES. Adapted from [143].
X-ray regime (100 – 2000 eV) are used. The liberated electrons are collected as
a function of their energy by a hemispherical analyser. It is then possible to use
the peak intensity (the number of electrons collected at that energy) as a relative
measure of the amount of that element. A schematic of this core-level spectroscopy
is shown in figure 2.10(a).
It is possible to perform XPS at synchrotron light sources. These have the ad-
vantage over lab sources of being brighter and often offer a tunable photon energy,
which means the energy can be tuned to yield better interaction cross-sections. Both
advantages result in a more efficient counting time. In this thesis XPS from Antares
Beamline at the Soleil Synchrotron is used with a photon energy 700 eV and elec-
trons collected with a Scienta R4000.
2.3.5 Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
The previous section explained how photons could liberate electrons from a surface
and how the energy of these electrons could be related back to their energy in the
material. However, electronic properties are determined not only by the electron
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energy, but also by their momentum. It is possible to find this momentum by mea-
suring the electron’s momentum outside the sample, and relating it back. This is
done with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).
In ARPES, electrons are collected as a function of their energy, and of their
emission angles θ and φ by rotating the sample (or detector) as shown in figure
2.10(b). These angles can be used to find the perpendicular and parallel compo-
nents of the liberated electrons momentum, and, by the conservation of momentum
and ignoring the photon’s negligible momentum, give the components inside the
material. The perpendicular component can be ignored in two-dimensional systems
because dispersion out of the plane is negligible [143]. Then for the parallel com-
ponent have
p|| = ~k|| =
√
2mEkinsinθ (2.16)
Figure 2.11 demonstrates how ARPES can investigate the graphene band
structure. Panel (a) shows the graphene Brillouin zone, with the K (and K ’), Γ and
M points shown. Also shown on here are the emission angles θ and φ. As shown in
the above equation, increasing θ examines increasing k vectors. Phi rotates about
the measurement surface normal, which for flat samples rotates around the centre
of the Brillouin zone. In later chapters scans are referred to as, Γ−K, perpendicular
to Γ−K, and a φ scan shown in figure 2.11(b).
For graphene on copper, a particular challenge remains in converting emis-
sion angles to k vectors, as shown in figure 2.11(c). The problem lies in that the
local surface normal (the graphene plane normal, Γ) does not necessarily coincide
with the measurement surface normal (θ = 0o) due to the copper topography. This
means that equation (2.16) cannot always be used to convert θ into k. To measure
doping and band gaps from the electronic structure, the exact momentum values
around the K point are not needed, and so, in this case, the data will be presented
as a function of emission angles. In the case where the momentum values are
needed (for example, to measure the Fermi velocity) the θ offset will be accounted
for before k-warping the data: this is most straightforwardly done for a Γ−K scan
where the Γ and K points can be identified and fixed at the known θ. The choice to
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Figure 2.11: How angle-resolved photoemission can probe the graphene band struc-
ture. (a) shows the graphene Brillouin zone and real-space emission angles move
through reciprocal space. The common Γ −K scans are shown as well as the per-
pendicular Γ − K. (b) shows how the φ scan maps the Brillouin zone and (c)
demonstrates how this is challenging for non-flat samples like graphene on copper.
perform k-warping is discussed in the relevant chapters.
It is also possible to perform ARPES with a photon beam that is around a
micrometer in size, referred to as µARPES. This has the advantage of being able to
examine an individual graphene grain, which are often of the order of micrometers
across. The photon beam can be focused using a Schwarzschild objective, or by
using zone plates. The disadvantage of these methods is that photon counts are
reduced by focusing, and so are mostly used at synchrotron light sources.
ARPES measurements were done at Antares beamline [144] and also at the
Spectromicroscopy beamline at the Elettra synchrotron in Italy. At Antares the same
R4000 detector was used as for XPS but now with a photon energy of 100 eV. At
Spectromicroscopy a custom-built electron detector was used with a photon energy
of 74 eV.
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van der Waals Epitaxy in
Graphene Growth on Copper
3.1 Introduction
Growing graphene on copper via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is cheap, scal-
able, and produces large-area graphene of reasonable quality, and so has become
the most-promising, industrially viable graphene production route for large-area
electronic applications [4]. For CVD graphene, the remaining limitations lie in the
quality. This is degraded by the polycrystalline nature of the graphene; the large
sheet is composed of individually nucleating grains that merge and form boundaries
[145], [146]. These grain boundaries fail first when stress is applied to graphene
[147], and they also scatter electrons negatively impacting its electronic properties
[148]. Therefore, it is essential to understand how graphene grows on copper in
order to minimise these grain boundaries.
This chapter discusses evidence of an interaction between the graphene and
copper during growth. This predominantly manifests itself as a graphene in-plane
orientation preference relative to the copper surface orientations. On top of this,
the copper substrate restructures only underneath the graphene overlayer and there
is evidence that the copper crystallography influences the graphene growth rate.
Despite the evidence of an epitaxial relationship between graphene and copper, the
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Figure 3.1: Optical (a) and EBSD (b) of copper foils after graphene growth. The
copper grains are of the order of millimetres with a predominant crystallographic
orientation of (100). Within these grains are microstripes of (111). These images
were taken by M. Saghir.
interaction is weak: the final section presents the electronic structure of graphene
on copper, which suggests the graphene is unaffected by the copper substrate. This
weak, mismatch epitaxy is an example of van der Waals epitaxy in a graphene het-
erostructures.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Underlying copper structure
To have any understanding of the interaction between graphene and copper, it is first
necessary to understand the underlying copper. The as-purchased foils are rough,
polycrystalline copper with only small, randomly-orientated crystallographic grains.
After annealing and growth the copper grains are much larger at millimeters across,
as seen in the optical microscopy in figure 3.1(a). Further, EBSD can show the
crystallographic orientation of these grains and a typical area is shown in 3.1(b).
Different coloured pixels represent different crystallographic orientations at that
point, with the pole figure colour scale shown at the top right. From this it is clear
that the large grains are close to (100) with (111) microstripes embedded within.
The copper structure above is not necessarily that of all the foils treated
in this way. As an example, figure 3.2 shows an optical image and EBSD map
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Figure 3.2: Optical (a) and EBSD (b) from the higher purity copper foils. The copper
grains are smaller, and there is no dominant crystallography.
of ultrapure (99.9999% purity) copper foils after the same annealing and growth
treatment. Now, the copper grain size is smaller (of the order of 100 µm) and
there is no prominent crystallographic orientation. The explanation for the different
copper structure for different foil types lies in how the foils are fabricated [149],
and explains why different groups have observed different copper structures using
similar treatments [150]. For the rest of this chapter the lower purity foils are used.
3.2.2 Interfacial restructuring under graphene
The first piece of evidence of a graphene-copper interaction comes from faceting
of the copper surface only under graphene. Figure 3.3 shows a copper foil that is
partially covered with graphene – achieved using a reduced growth time. Panel (a)
shows friction force microscopy (FFM). There are regions of low friction (dark) on
a high friction (light) background. The high friction areas show exposed copper
substrate alongside the lower friction graphene. Panel (b) is the height scan of the
same region. This shows a clear faceting of the copper underneath graphene. These
facets are not seen on the bare copper.
This faceting is similar to that observed in other studies of graphene coated
foils. Tian et al. [151] used STM to reveal 6 Å depressions spaced 5 nm apart. These
were only seen under graphene coated regions, just as is seen here. Their explana-
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Figure 3.3: FFM (a) shows the presence of low-friction graphene, which is incom-
plete. Gaps in the graphene film expose the high-friction copper substrate. The
height image of the same area (b) shows faceting of the copper, but only under
graphene.
tion is that the restructuring is dislocation driven, with depressions introduced to
relax tensile stress in the copper surface. The stress arises from the different signs
on the coefficient of thermal expansion of the two materials: graphene expands on
cooling, while copper contracts [39], [152].
The theory that strain relaxation would form the facets under the graphene
would imply a strong interaction between the graphene and copper: the graphene
would need to be strongly bound to the copper surface to deform it under the change
in temperature. However, from SEM images, it is clear that wrinkles have formed
in the graphene overlayer, which is evidence that the graphene can slide freely over
the copper. Further, in other reports, graphene grows freely over copper step edges
[153]. In section 3.2.6, evidence that the graphene is not strongly bound to the
copper is shown, and so strain-induced relaxation seems unlikely.
A more likely explanation is that facets form in the copper as it attempts to
minimise its surface energy. The graphene is clearly playing a role in this surface
energy minimisation, and in metals especially, surface impurities inducing faceting
is common [154]. Outside of the graphene covered regions, the surface is likely
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minimising to single-height steps, which appear much smoother [155].
The question remains of when the copper surface restructures. Recent re-
ports have been able to examine graphene growth in-situ in an environmental SEM
[156]. They were then able to directly see the copper surface faceting, not during
growth, but as the copper surface was cooling. Above 750◦C, they see a smooth,
graphene-coated copper surface that crystallises into pronounced facets at 600◦C.
Above this temperature, the copper surface is highly mobile, and only below this
does the surface solidify into facets.
3.2.3 Copper crystallography dependent growth speed
The next piece of evidence is different graphene growth speeds on different copper
crystallographic surfaces. Figure 3.4 shows another partially covered graphene on
copper surface. The presence of graphene is indicated in panel (a) by FFM. Panel
(b) is an EBSD map of the same area, showing the end of a Cu(111) microstripe in
a Cu(100) surface. From an overlay (shown in panel (c)) it is clear the coverage
and island sizes are both larger on the Cu(111) than the Cu(100). The increased
island size and coverage must lie with the copper crystallography because regions
this close on the surface experience the same external conditions.
The currently accepted growth model for graphene on copper is that carbon
species first adsorb onto the surface and decompose into carbon atoms. From here
they migrate around the surface until they either attach to an existing graphene
grain, nucleate their own grain, or desorb. Faster diffusion increases the probabil-
ity of attaching to an existing cluster before nucleating or desorbing. This would
manifest as larger graphene islands.
An increased diffusion on Cu(111) compared to Cu(100) would cause an
increased island size on the Cu(111). This would be expected from calculations that
show copper atoms themselves have a greater mobility on Cu(111) than Cu(100)
[157]. Also, this would explain the increased number of smaller graphene islands
on the Cu(100) as the lower mobility would increase the probability of nucleation.
This effect has also been reported before. Wood et al. [63] combined
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Figure 3.4: Copper crystallography dependent growth speed. (a) shows FFM of
a partially covered graphene foil and (b) is EBSD, which shows the Cu(111) mi-
crostripe within Cu(100). Overlaying the two (c) shows that the graphene grain
size and coverage are dependent on the crystallography.
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SEM and EBSD to also note that the graphene growth rate is faster on Cu(111)
than Cu(100) and again explained this with a greater mobility of carbon atoms on
Cu(111) than Cu(100). Further to this, the anisotropic diffusion of carbon species
for different facets affects the shape the graphene islands develop into [158]; an-
other example of how the copper surface affects the growth.
3.2.4 Mismatch epitaxy
The final piece of evidence of a graphene-copper interaction is presented here: the
preferred in-plane orientation (onwards just orientation) of graphene on copper.
This orientation is examined on length scales from millimetres to micrometres.
A typical low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern of a graphene coated
copper foil is shown in figure 3.5(a). The spots in this diffraction pattern are labelled
in (b). There is a pair (red and blue) of hexagonal spots centred on the middle of
the pattern. These spots can be attributed to two orientations of graphene on a sur-
face that is normal to the beam directions. There is also a second set of hexagonal
spots (dashed) that are centred around a point on the right of the pattern. This
set is from graphene that again has two orientations, but that is now on a copper
surface whose normal is off the beam axis, i.e. on a tilted copper facet [58]. This
copper surface causes a reflected beam spot labelled F1. Other reflection spots are
also present from facets with different surface normals.
Panel (c) of figure 3.5 shows a diffraction pattern taken at a higher elec-
tron energy. The spots from graphene appear at a smaller radius, confirming they
originate from diffraction. On the other hand, the facet spots (including F1) do not
change. This confirms that these are reflections, where the changing wavelength has
no effect. These facet reflections are consistent with the AFM results that showed a
faceted copper surface.
Finally, panel (e), indexed in (f) shows the sample after a short treatment
of ion-bombardment and annealing. The graphene diffraction spots are no longer
visible, consistent with the removal of the graphene overlayer expected from this
treatment. Instead, a square pattern is observed, consistent with diffraction from
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Figure 3.5: LEED from graphene on copper. (a) (indexed in (b)) shows graphene
orientation preference. (b) (indexed in (d)) is at a higher energy, showing how
facet reflections do not move with energy. Finally (e) (indexed in (f)) is LEED after
ion-bombardment and annealing of the surface. Graphene is no longer present, and
the Cu(100) pattern is indexed. LEED patterns taken by G. Bell.
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the exposed Cu(100) surface. Seeing the copper diffraction spots reveals the high-
symmetry directions. Because there is no sample rotation between the LEED pat-
terns, these directions can be translated onto (b) and (d). This reveals a registry
between the graphene and the copper. Specifically, the pair of graphene spots ap-
pear ±8◦ either side of the [001] direction. For a pair to appear either side of the
[001] but not also on the [010] is unusual, and indicates some symmetry breaking
of the Cu(100) square lattice. There are spots are present around the [010] but they
are much weaker in intensity, meaning graphene in this orientation is not common
across the surface.
The LEED presented above probes millimetre length scales, and it is possible
to look at shorter length scales with electron diffraction in the TEM. Graphene is
now transferred to a TEM grid as described in section 2.1. PMMA was used as a
support and later removed with acetone vapours. Figure 3.6 shows a diffraction
pattern from an area of graphene >50 µm across. The main feature is a pair of
hexagonal spots with graphene-like spacings. This pattern is consistently seen when
translating the sample, showing that this ordering is across larger length scales,
agreeing with the LEED patterns. Further, radial profiles of the two diffraction pat-
terns (LEED and TEM) are shown in panel (b) and the agreement is clear. There are
two predominant graphene orientations that are separated by (16± 1)◦.
3.2.5 Microscopic graphene grain structure
From the previous section it is clear that there are two preferred orientations for
graphene growing on copper. The next question is about the microscopic structure
of the graphene grains.
Figure 3.7 shows bright field TEM of a lacy carbon support after graphene
has been transferred onto it. The support is clear as areas of darker contrast, as is
the opaque diffraction aperture around the outside of the images. From this image,
there is no clear evidence of the presence of graphene other than some amorphous
carbon remnant from the transfer sitting over holes in the support.
To identify graphene, diffraction patterns from the left and right sides of
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Figure 3.6: TEM diffraction from a large area. (a) shows the pattern with the
same orientation preference as shown in LEED. This is highlighted in (b) with radial
profiles of each diffraction pattern.
this image were taken and shown in panels (b) and (c). The selected-area electron
diffraction patterns resemble the large area pattern shown in figure 3.6; they show
the same hexagonal array of spots as well as the two preferred orientations, labelled
on panel (b). Additionally, extra spots appearing in these patterns at graphene
spacings show other orientations, but with much weaker intensity and so are a
minority component.
Dark field TEM is used to visualise the graphene grain structure. Figure
3.8(a) shows a colour-composite, dark field image from the same area as that shown
in figure 3.7(a). The two colours (red and blue) represent dark field images acquired
with the objective aperture only allowing electrons from the areas of the diffraction
pattern as indicated in figure 3.7(c). The graphene surface is mostly in two orien-
tations, indicated here by most of the image showing red or blue. Areas that do not
match either of the orientations do not contribute intensity.
While the surface shows two orientations it is not because there are only two
graphene grains present, one of each orientation, or that both orientations lie on
top of each other. In this area there are likely at least four separate grains, each
around 2-5 µm across. The orientation of a grain can be confirmed by acquiring a
SAED pattern from a smaller area within them. These are shown in panels (b) to (f).
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Figure 3.7: Bright field TEM of graphene. (a) shows the lacy carbon support with
some transfer residue visible. (b) is a diffraction pattern from the left-hand-side of
(a) and (c) the right-hand-side. These patterns also show the graphene orientation
preference.
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Figure 3.8: (a) shows dark field TEM of the same area shown in figure 3.7, with the
graphene grain structure becoming clear. (b)-(e) show diffraction patterns within
the grains confirming orientation. Finally (f) is a line profile from the bilayer region
(from the box indicated in (c)), and (g) a line profile from the monolayer region
(e).
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The disconnected grains are assumed to have nucleated and grown independently.
For them to have the same orientation suggests the underlying copper has a strong
influence in determining this orientation.
The final feature of interest in these images are the patches of greater colour
intensity. These correspond to bilayer graphene. This can be checked by taking
SAED from the bilayer regions, shown in (f). A comparison of the outer spots (10)
planes and the inner spots (01) planes is shown in (g) for bilayer and in (h) for single
layer. The ratio of the inner pots to outer spot in the single layer region is ≈ 1 and
for the bilayer region is ≈ 0.5. These ratio differences confirm the presence of AB-
stacked bilayer. Because these dark field maps were acquired using the outer spots,
bilayer regions appear with approximately 4 times the brightness [135]. There is
also one region (highlighted in yellow) that shows a twisted bilayer, where the two
graphene layers do not share the same orientation.
In the TEM studies, the grains can only be assumed to have nucleated inde-
pendently because when the film is transferred to the grid it is already complete. It is
possible to investigate the grain structure of incomplete films using FFM. Figure 3.9
shows a partially covered graphene coated copper foil. Panel (a) shows the height
and (b) the friction signal. The low friction graphene grains are clearly resolved
on the high friction copper surface. For panel (c), 20 nm images were acquired at
regular intervals and these were used to measure the graphene orientation as de-
scribed in section 2.2.5. The graphene orientation angle is then colour coded and
shown on the grid; blank squares represent regions where an orientation could not
be measured.
These results show two things. First, they confirm again the orientation
preference of graphene on copper. This is most clearly shown with a histogram of
the measured angles, shown in 3.9(e). There are two clear peaks, one at (22 ± 1)◦
and the other at (40 ± 1)◦; this is a separation of (18 ± 2)◦, which is consistent
with the diffraction measurements. The second point is that each graphene grain
is just one orientation, the only exception being that labelled by a white arrow
where two grains have presumably merged. This suggests graphene grains nucleate
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Figure 3.9: (a) shows a height image and (b) the FFM image of a partially cov-
ered graphene on copper foil. At regularly spaced points the surface orientation
is measured, shown in (c), which is overlaid onto the FFM in (d). A histogram of
the graphene orientation (e) shows the same orientation preference seen before.
Images acquired by M. Philips, Asylum Research.
independently with their orientation and then grow and merge into a continuous
sheet. This is important because there have been suggestions that the orientation
preference could arise from grain boundary energy minimisation. This cannot be
the case here. The isolated orientation dependence across such long ranges must be
due to the copper surface.
So far the orientation preference in graphene grown on copper is clear, as
is the fact that the copper plays a clear role. But the question remains as to what
causes the orientation dependence. Most of the copper surface that graphene has
grown on is vicinal Cu(100) with a square lattice, which is confirmed by EBSD and
LEED. The graphene appears to contain two preferential orientations and these are
mirrored around the [001] direction of the copper surface. However, this epitaxial
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arrangement cannot be from the Cu(100) surface, because the Cu(100) square lat-
tice should cause four preferential orientations; two reflected around the [001] and
another two around the symmetrically equivalent [010] direction.
The absence of the four-fold symmetry in the graphene orientation prefer-
ence suggests the faceting of the copper surface plays an important role. The most
dominant facet spot in the LEED (labelled F1 in figure 3.5) arises from a Cu(210)
facet. In fact, most of the facet spot reflections lie on the [010] direction line and
represent facets that take the general form of (n10). These (n10) facets have a
rectangular unit cell and so would break the four-fold symmetry of the Cu(100)
surface.
The impact the (n10) facets on the orientation dependence has been inves-
tigated elsewhere by growing graphene on single crystal Cu(110) [159]. LEED on
these samples showed a striking similarity to those grown on polycrystalline cop-
per here: the graphene again preferred two orientations, this time ±5◦ around the
[001] direction of the rectangular Cu(110) unit cell. In this case it is clear how the
mismatch epitaxy has arisen: the (11) diffraction peak of the Cu(110) surface is
commensurate with the (10) diffraction peak of graphene. The second orientation
then appears due to mirror symmetry of the copper surface.
The (n10) facets on the Cu(100) surface are likely responsible for the sym-
metry breaking that yields two preferences for the orientation. The facets only
appear where graphene is present and the facets themselves could be responsible
for the orientation that graphene takes. This suggests a structural feedback between
the graphene and the facets.
On the other hand, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, there are in-situ exper-
iments that suggest the facets crystallise when the copper surface cools [156].
This then complicates the idea of structural feedback between the facets and the
graphene. One suggestion is that as graphene grows, it forms small (n10) facets
on the surface, which in turn cause epitaxial alignment of the graphene overlayer.
These small facets are not seen at high temperatures because the copper surface
is so mobile. Then, as the surface cools, the copper is no longer mobile and so
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crystallises into the larger facets through energy minimisation. This could help ex-
plain how, although the copper surface does not appear to be faceted at higher
temperatures, parts of the surface have taken the (n10) crystallography to cause the
graphene-copper epitaxy.
In summary, graphene grown on copper contains predominantly two in-plane
orientations. These are mirrored ±8◦ around the Cu[001] direction, with the sym-
metry breaking likely arising from the formation of (n10) facets. The next section
examines the electronic structure of graphene that is grown on copper in an attempt
to understand the strength of the graphene-copper interaction.
3.2.6 Graphene electronic structure
It is clear from the evidence presented in the previous section that there is an interac-
tion between graphene and the copper surface. However, there is also evidence that
the interaction is weak. For example, graphene grows as a continuous sheet over
copper grain boundaries. To gain some insight into the strength of the graphene-
copper interaction, ARPES is used to examine the electronic structure of graphene
and to see if it is affected by the underlying copper.
Figure 3.10 shows ARPES from a graphene coated copper foil. The photon
beam spot size is >100 µm, and so the result is the average of hundreds of graphene
grains (similar to the TEM in figure 3.6). Panel (a) shows a constant energy slice
at E − EF = −100 meV with the x-y axes representing the emission angles. This
shows a pair of spots, separated by 16◦, that are repeated every 60◦, consistent with
the hexagonal array of the point-like Fermi surface expected for the K and K’ points
in the Brillouin zone. It is possible to take another slice at a lower energy, which
is shown in panel (b) with E − EF = −600 meV. Where there were spots before,
there are now curves. These represent slices through the Dirac cone, confirming
the presence of graphene. The curves are not closed loops, with intensity missing
from the far side of the K point i.e. in the second Brillouin zone. This is caused
by destructive interference between photoemitted electrons from the two graphene
sublattices [160]. Finally, panel (c) shows cuts through the Dirac cones as indicated
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Figure 3.10: ARPES from graphene on copper. (a) shows a constant energy surface
around the Fermi energy for graphene on copper, and (b) 0.6 meV below the Fermi
energy. (c) is a constant θ = 20o slice showing both Dirac cones, one for each
orientation of graphene.
by dashed lines in (b), showing the pristine graphene band structure. The results
here show again the orientation preference of graphene on copper. They also show
the high electronic quality of the graphene, indicated by the sharpness of the bands.
To examine an individual graphene domain, µARPES can be used as de-
scribed in section 2.3.5. A Γ − K scan from within a single graphene domain is
shown in figure 3.11. This is done by orienting φ in a Γ − K direction, and then
collecting spectra as a function of θ as described in section 2.3.5. The data have
been k-warped with confidence using the features at Γ and K as reference points.
The principal band of intensity between 2 and 4 eV are from the copper d states
from the underlying foil. However, above and below these it is possible to see in-
tensity from the graphene pi band. Overlaying a tight binding model (equation 1.4)
onto the figure shows a consistent match with the intensity, suggesting undoped,
high-electronic-quality graphene, with hopping parameter t = 3.3 eV.
Further, by cutting perpendicular to the Γ − K direction, it is possible to
visualise both branches of the Dirac cone to verify the crossing. This is shown in
figure 3.11(b). Again, the intensity is fit with a graphene tight-binding model. The
branches meet at the Fermi level, which suggests no band gap and no charge trans-
fer. It is, then possible to calculate the Fermi velocity (vF ) using equation 1.6 [7].
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Figure 3.11: µARPES Γ − K scan (a) of graphene on copper and (b) shows a cut
perpendicular to this in reciprocal space so both branches of the Dirac cone are
visible. A tight binding model calculation (red dash) and the K point (white dash)
are indicated on both scans.
This gives vF = (3.3± 0.3)× 106 ms−1, which is consistent with other reports [7].
These results suggest that the graphene band structure is unchanged by the
copper substrate and this suggests that if they do interact, it must be only be weakly.
For no charge transfer from the metal is unexpected and contrary to other reports.
For graphene on single crystal Cu(100) and Cu(111), both substrates interacted
with the graphene and shifted the Fermi level up by ≈ 350 meV [161]. As well as
this, they found a band gap of ≈ 250 meV.
To examine the lack of charge transfer seen for graphene here, the effect of
pre-annealing was investigated, this being one of the main differences between what
is reported here compared to elsewhere. This has a surprising effect on the graphene
band structure as shown in figure 3.12. Panel (a) shows µARPES around the Fermi
level of a graphene coated copper foil annealed to 200◦C. This shows a single, sharp
line that continues uninterrupted to the Fermi level. This represents the available
branch (the other being removed due to destructive interference) of a graphene
Dirac cone. Panel (b) shows a graphene coated foil annealed to 500◦C. There is still
a sharp line that reaches the Fermi level, but now there is an interruption around
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Figure 3.12: µARPES from 200◦C (a) and 500◦C (b) annealed graphene on copper.
At lower temperatures, an undoped, pristine graphene band structure is observed.
At higher temperatures, there is 350 meV n-doping and a band gap has opened.
350 meV. This shows two important things. First, the interruption indicates the
opening of a band gap. By fitting the intensity above and below the break, a gap
of 100 meV is measured. Second, the position of the break shows there is charge
transfer to the graphene. Using the same fitting of the intensity, the centre of the
gap is measured at 350 meV below the Fermi energy. This corresponds to electron
(or n-) doping of the graphene by 350 meV. There is no noticeable change in the
sharpness of the bands indicating that the graphene is still of a high quality.
Why charge transfer has occurred, and why a gap has opened up, only after a
higher temperature anneal is not fully understood. One explanation is the removal
of oxygen intercalated between graphene and copper, as proposed by Blume et al.
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[162]. They used XPS to find a relationship between air annealing, and the binding
energy of the C1s peak. The C1s peak shifts to a higher binding energy by 350 meV
after air-exposed graphene is annealed in UHV. After exposure to air (and loaded
again, but not annealed) this peak had returned to the lower binding energy. They
linked these changes to changes in the O1s during the same treatment, and found
that it was most likely linked to the removal of oxygen at high temperatures. This
oxygen is assumed to be intercalated between the graphene and the copper.
The graphene on copper grown here does contain oxygen, as seen in XPS of
these foils (discussed further in section 4.2.2). After annealing at 500◦C, the oxygen
content (relative to carbon) is seen to decrease from (3.3± 0.6) % to (1.3± 0.3) %.
This removal of oxygen could then enable coupling between the graphene and the
copper, and then allow charge to transfer.
Also reported is growth of graphene on oxidised copper surfaces [163]. Here
they found that graphene grown on an oxidised copper substrate was effectively
decoupled from the copper surface, by observing a free-standing graphene band
structure. In contrast, on Cu(111) an interaction was clear, with n-type doping of
380 meV. This further suggests that oxygen intercalation can decouple the graphene
from the substrate.
One key difference between graphene grown on an oxidised copper surface
and graphene grown here is the ordering of the oxygen on the copper. On the
oxidised copper surface, the oxygen caused a reconstruction of the copper oxide
surface [163]. This ordering showed clearly on LEED patterns on the surface and
these reconstructions have been seen before when oxidising copper [164]. However,
this ordering is not apparent here, suggesting that oxygen is not restructuring the
surfaces when intercalated after growth.
In summary, the ARPES measurements reveal that, when treated to a 200◦C
anneal, the graphene on copper band structure is unchanged by the presence of the
copper; there is no electron transfer and no state-mixing that opens a band gap.
One explanation for this is decoupling of the graphene by intercalated oxygen. For
this to occur shows that the graphene layer is not strongly bonded to the copper.
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The interaction seen throughout this chapter, therefore, must be a weak one.
3.3 Conclusions
CVD-graphene’s degradation of properties due to its polycrystalline nature provides
a limit on CVD as the ideal production route. This chapter outlined evidence of an
interaction between the graphene and copper surface during the CVD growth. First,
structural feedback caused faceting of the copper surface only underneath graphene.
Second, partially covered films demonstrated different island sizes on different cop-
per crystallographic orientation, suggesting a faster growth rate on Cu(111) than
Cu(100). Finally, evidence of a preferred orientation of graphene was shown with
separately nucleating grains forming with an orientation of ±8◦ around the copper
[001] direction, which was influenced by the faceting of the copper surface.
The final part of the chapter discussed the electronic structure of graphene on
copper, and gave evidence that the graphene is decoupled from the copper surface
by observing no charge transfer and no mixing of the electronic states. This suggests
that, despite a clear interaction between the graphene and the copper, it must be a
weak one; the graphene is not bonded to the copper surface. This type of growth
has been termed weak mismatch epitaxy, and is an example of van der Waals epitaxy
in a graphene heterostructures.
These affects open up the possibility of modifying the copper surface as a
route to controlling graphene growth. In particular, controlling the epitaxy would
provide a direct route to controlling the graphene grain structure, and a way of im-
proving the electronic quality. Here, however, this weak interaction yields graphene
that would be a model system for studying graphene heterostructures, and this is
the focus of the next chapters.
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Chapter 4
Effect of oxygen and nitrogen
functionalisation on the physical
and electronic structure of
graphene.
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter van der Waals epitaxy was demonstrated for pristine graphene
grown on copper. However, graphene that is covalently functionalised is becoming
increasingly interesting for two reasons [165]. First, it provides a route to alter-
ing graphene’s properties. For example, nitrogen dopants in graphene result in an
increase in electrolytic reactivity by producing activated regions that can catalyse
oxygen reduction reactions, or that can anchor metal nanoparticles [74], [166]–
[168]. The second reason is that graphene is unavoidably functionalised in some
synthesis routes. The most common example is graphene oxide (GO), where oxy-
gen groups are attached to the graphene surface to enable exfoliation and improve
solubility [65]. To fully utilise chemically modified graphenes it will be important
to understand how this functionalisation affects graphene.
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For van der Waals epitaxy, chemical functionalisation could affect how graphene
interacts. Chemical functionalisation will change graphene from the smooth, homo-
geneous surface to one where there are active sites. These active sites will change
the focus from van der Waals forces when interacting with other species. Under-
standing how the functionalisation proceeds will be the first step to understanding
how this different surface could affect van der Waals epitaxy.
Most attempts to study covalent functionalisation have focused on wet chem-
ical or bulk methods: the GO synthesis method is all wet chemistry and nitro-
gen functionalisation is commonly achieved by including nitrogen containing com-
pounds during CVD [75]. These methods often result in materials that are complex
and so isolating individual effects is challenging. On top of this only coarse control
of the stoichiometry is available.
On the other hand, greater control is available in gas phase reactions. In par-
ticular, functionalisation in UHV with atomic sources provides a clean and controlled
route to covalently add atomic species [169]. Varying the exposure time controls
the amount of functionalisation and, unlike high-energy ions in plasma treatments,
atomic species do not heavily damage the surface.
In this chapter the graphene on copper model system demonstrated in chap-
ter 3 is functionalised with atomic oxygen and nitrogen in UHV in order to under-
stand how these atomic species alter graphene. The chemical and physical changes
are examined with a combination of XPS and aberration-corrected TEM (acTEM).
Then, the effect these changes have on the electronic structure are examined by
ARPES. The final part of this chapter looks at the reversibility of the functionalisa-
tion.
For dosing with atomic species, two different sources were used, as described
in section 2.3.2. All the dosing in this chapter was done using the Tectra Gen II
plasma source (25 mA plasma current, gas pressure 6 × 10−5 mbar), except for the
TEM results in figure 4.13, where a Oxford Applied Research TC50 Thermal Gas
Cracker was used with 50 W power and a gas pressure of 6× 10−6 mbar.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 The graphene on copper model system
CVD-grown graphene displays an orientation preference across the copper surface,
and its electronic structure is unchanged by the underlying copper. These combine
to make it an ideal material for studying heterostructures. This principally lies in
the ability to acquire high quality ARPES of a pristine graphene band structure. On
top of that, the epitaxial growth means a macroscopic photon beam can be used to
resolve discrete K points and not a blurred average of different orientations. This
then eliminates the challenge of using a microscopic photon beam.
Another advantage of CVD grown graphene is the possibility of transferring
the graphene to a TEM support. Figure 4.1 shows acTEM of graphene after transfer
to a TEM grid. The hexagonal lattice of graphene is clear in (a) and in an FFT
of this area, (b). Fourier filtering — where regions of the FFT matching a specific
periodicity are masked to remove or emphasise information at those frequencies —
is used to remove the contribution of the graphene lattice from the image, shown in
(c). In the pristine graphene here, very little detail remains, indicating no defects
in the graphene lattice. The only remaining contrast at the edge of the image is
residue polymer from the transfer.
4.2.2 Epoxy formation on oxygen functionalisation
First, the chemical changes to the graphene after exposure to atomic oxygen are ex-
amined. CVD-grown graphene on copper foils were loaded into UHV and annealed
at 200◦C for 1 hour. After taking measurements on the clean graphene, they were
sequentially dosed with atomic species and measured again.
Figure 4.2 shows XPS of a graphene on copper foil after sequential dosing of
10 s, a further 20 s, and finally a further 30 s to give 60 s total dose. Panel (a) shows
the C1s region. For pristine graphene, the spectrum is fit with a single Doniac-Sunjic
peak at 284.3±0.1 eV, which is characteristic of high-quality graphene [170]–[173].
Upon dosing, another peak at 286.0 ± 0.1 eV becomes apparent, which can be fit
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Figure 4.1: acTEM of pristine graphene. (a) shows TEM of a pristine graphene
region and (b) the FFT of this region, showing the graphene hexagonal lattice. The
lattice features can be removed by masking information from the FFT at the spatial
frequencies of graphene, and then performing an inverse FFT (shown in (c)); here
all that remains is the polymer residue from the transfer.
with a single Gaussian-Lorentzian convolution that increases with dose time. This
peak can be assigned to carbon in an epoxide environment [169], [174]. The ratio
of the areas of the two peaks gives a ratio of the amount of carbon that is in epoxide
environment relative to the amount in a pristine graphene environment. The result
is shown in panel (b). Here the amount of epoxide carbon increases almost linearly
with dose time, to a maximum of approximately 10 % epoxide carbon after 60 s
dosing. This corresponds to roughly 5 at% of epoxide to graphitic carbon — each
epoxide group results in two carbons in epoxide environments, one at each end of
the bridge. Finally, panel (c) shows the structure of an epoxide group attached to a
graphene surface.
The chemical changes can also be followed by observing the O1s region.
This, however, is complicated by the presence of oxygen on the surface before dos-
ing. Figure 4.3(a) shows the O1s region of graphene on copper foil after the same
sequential dosing. For the pristine sample, the majority of the intensity is in a peak
at 529.9 ± 0.1 eV, assigned to oxygen associated with copper [162]. Oxidised cop-
per could arise from exposed regions of the sample; the graphene can contain some
cracks and this bare copper is certain to oxidise. By analysing the contrast in SEM
images, it is possible to estimate that 1-2 % of the copper surface is exposed. There
is also the possibility of oxygen that has intercalated under graphene contribut-
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Figure 4.2: (a) shows changes in the C1s upon oxygen fuctionalisation. On dosing
the single peak for pristine graphene is combined with a growing peak at higher
binding energy. The ratio of these two peaks is shown in (b) and is identified
as epoxide groups, shown schematically in (c). Structural models generated by
P. Brommer.
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Figure 4.3: (a) shows the changes to the O1s on dosing with atomic oxygen. The
changes are complicated by oxygen’s presence for pristine graphene on copper. (b)
shows the ratios of total O1s : total C1s and epoxide-C : graphene C increasing
together, suggesting the extra oxygen is in the epoxide environment. (c) shows how
the individual O1s components change. The green epoxide environment is the only
component to increase consistently.
ing here. The other peaks, at higher binding energy, are often assigned to carbon
bonded to oxygen environments. However, there is no evidence that this is bonded
to graphene, as this would have been visible in the C1s region. This oxygen could
be within small amounts of adventitious carbon [175] that has not been removed
from the surface by cleaning.
Upon exposure, the most significant change is with the peak at 532.8 eV,
which is at an energy often associated to oxygen in epoxide environments [176].
As well as this, there is also an increase in the peak at 530.7 eV, associated with
carbon bonded to oxygen in other environments, including C=O. However, there
is no evidence of C=O in the C1s (C=O should appear at 287.8 eV [176]). Panel
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Figure 4.4: Scanning photoemission microscopy of graphene. (a) is the average
O1s spectrum from this region. Forming a map by integrating the total spectrum
is shown in (b); from the red region (mostly epoxide) in (c); and the blue region
(mostly Cu-O and C-O from before dosing) in (d). The lack of structure in the
images shows the uniformity of the oxygen functionalisation.
(b) shows how the ratio of total O1s to total C1s changes with dosing, along with
the ratio of epoxide-C to graphene-C measured from the C1s. The comparable rate
of change suggests a strong link between oxygen content and epoxide formation.
Finally, panel (d) shows the ratio of the O1s components. The only one to increase
consistently is the component at 532.8 eV — the epoxide environment. Combined,
XPS from the C1s and O1s regions strongly suggest that the dominant effect when
dosing with atomic oxygen is the formation of epoxide groups on the graphene
surface.
The uniformity of the oxygen on the graphene on copper surface was exam-
ined with scanning photoemission microscopy (SPEM). In SPEM, the photon beam
spot is focused to <1 µm, and spectra acquired while it is rastered across the sur-
face by moving the sample. In this case, O1s spectra were taken at each point,
integrated over the indicated regions and shown as maps in figure 4.4. These maps
show no strong contrast features, suggesting that the epoxide groups are distributed
uniformly across the graphene surface, consistent with previous reports [169].
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Figure 4.5: TEM of graphene dosed with 30 s of atomic oxygen. (a) shows the
graphene lattice, and (b) the region in boxed in white with the lattice filtered. (c)
is a simulation of an epoxide group.
acTEM was used to observe the structural changes in the graphene upon
atomic oxygen dosing. Graphene was transferred to TEM grids before dosing to
ensure no changes were caused by the transfer. A graphene coated TEM grid was
dosed with 30 s atomic oxygen and the result is shown in figure 4.5. The graphene
lattice is visible, as is the polymer residue. The surface is predominantly clear of
defects except in the highlighted region. The filtered image is shown in (b), where
this feature is much clearer. To help interpret this feature, an exit-wave simulation
of four epoxide groups on a graphene surface is shown in (c). There is a close agree-
ment between the two, suggesting that this could be an epoxide on the graphene
surface. These features were not seen in most parts of the sample, resulting in a
coverage lower than expected from the XPS. This is probably related to the mobility
of the epoxide group under the electron beam, because it is so weakly bound to the
graphene surface. This is discussed further in section 4.2.5.
4.2.3 Multi-environment nitrogen functionalisation
This next section looks at the changes in chemical and physical structure for dosing
graphene with atomic nitrogen. Figure 4.6 shows the XPS for graphene dosed with
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Figure 4.6: (a) is the C1s XPS region during dosing. Accompanying the graphene
peak is another peak at higher binding energy, consistent with nitrogen-bonded
carbon. The broadness indicates a range of environments. These are made clearer
in the N1s XPS region in (b), with substitutional (blue), pyrrolic/pyridinic (pink)
and adatom (green) nitrogen environments. The amount of nitrogen after each
dose is shown in (c) and how the relative environments change is shown in (d).
atomic nitrogen for 30 s, a further 30 s, and finally a further 60 s to give a total
dose of 120 s. Panel (a) shows the C1s region. As before, the pristine graphene is
fit by a single Doniac-Sunjic peak at 284.4± 0.1 eV. Upon dosing, the spectra are no
longer adequately fit by a single Doniac-Sunjic peak, but the increased intensity at
higher binding energy can be accounted for by an extra peak. This peak increases
in intensity, and broadens, with increasing dose. The graphene peak also broadens.
This suggests that, unlike atomic oxygen, there is no single environment that the
nitrogen belongs to, but a range of different environments. The region where the
extra peak appears (285 eV) is consistent with carbon bonded to nitrogen [177].
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Reference Binding energy (eV)
Pyridinic Pyrrolic
[178] 398.2 400.1
[179] 398.8 399.6
[180] 396.3 398.8
[181] 398.5 – 399 n/a
[166] 399 400
[74] 398.1 – 399.3 399.8 – 401.2
Table 4.1: Assignments of pyridinic and pyrrolic groups in the N1s region from the
literature.
A clearer picture can be gained from the N1s region shown in 4.6(b). The
clean graphene shows no evidence of nitrogen. Upon dosing, there is an increase
in intensity that can be fit by 3 peaks: 400.9 ± 0.1 eV, assigned to nitrogen substi-
tuted into the graphene lattice; 396.6 ± 0.1 eV, assigned to nitrogen adatoms; and
finally 398.7 ± 0.1 eV, assigned to both pyrrolic and pyridinic environments. These
two environments are often separated into peaks at 400 eV for pyrrolic (a nitrogen
atom in a five-membered ring), and 399 eV for pyridinic (one in a six-membered
ring) [166]. Here they are kept together for the following reasons. The first is that
there is some debate as to where the two peaks should appear. This is most clearly
demonstrated in table 4.1, where there is little consensus on the exact binding ener-
gies. Further the signal-to-noise in the XPS is insufficient to unambiguously fit two
separate peaks. Lastly, for the conclusions of this chapter, determining the relative
amount of the pyrrole and pyridine is not essential: both relate to nitrogen atoms
associated with vacancies in the graphene lattice.
To calculate the amount of nitrogen relative to carbon on the surface, the
relative intensity in the N1s and C1s regions are compared, after correcting for their
differing sensitivity factors. The result is shown in 4.6(c). The amount of nitrogen
increases almost linearly with dose time, until, after 120 s of dosing, there is 4.4
at% nitrogen to carbon. Panel (d) shows the relative amount of the components
of the N1s. These values vary only slightly during dosing, which suggest that each
environment is formed at a comparable rate.
The XPS suggests defect-associated groups among the nitrogen functionali-
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ties and so acTEM is used to observe structural changes. Figure 4.7(a) shows acTEM
of a graphene coated TEM grid after 30 s exposure to atomic nitrogen. The graphene
lattice is clear, as well as polymer residue. There is also evidence of defects in the
lattice, significantly more than for atomic oxygen dosing. These are more clearly
seen again by Fourier filtering to remove the graphene lattice, which is shown in
(b). Extended defective areas are revealed.
One particular defect is highlighted in green in 4.7(b). The image here is
one of a stack taken at different defocus, and therefore an exit-wave image can be
reconstructed for this area, which is shown in (c). With the help of a simulation
(d), the structure can now be identified as a divacancy that has restructured into
5,7,5,7,5,7 rings [182], [183]. In other regions, defects like those seen in (e) are
identified. Again with comparison to a simulation (f), these can be identified as
monovacancies.
TEM clearly shows defects in the graphene lattice after dosing, but the ques-
tion remains as to where the nitrogen is. Although TEM relies on Z-dependent con-
trast, conventional TEM imaging cannot distinguish nitrogen and carbon because
they are too similar. Therefore, nitrogen substitutions cannot be identified, neither
can the location of nitrogen within the defective regions.
However, some insight can be gained by calculating the energetically favourable
structures using density functional theory (DFT). These calculations (performed by
Peter Brommer, details in [184]) suggest nitrogen would be stable in structures
shown in figure 4.8. For the nitrogen adatom, the most stable configuration is with
the nitrogen over the bridge site; the same configuration as an epoxide group with
oxygen. The substitutional nitrogen replaces the carbon in the graphene lattice and
is stable in this configuration. Next, the configurations for a monovacancy and di-
vacancy were investigated. Both of these were found to be stable in the pure carbon
case. If nitrogen is included, the structure with the lowest energy for both the va-
cancy and divacancy are shown in the lower panels. The nitrogen is expected in
these sites for each of these defects.
It is also clear from the TEM images that the defects appear to cluster within
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Figure 4.7: TEM of graphene after a 60 dose of nitrogen. (a) shows defective regions
that are more apparent after Fourier filtering (b). Here polymer support (blue),
extended topological defects (red), and a divacancy reconstruction (green) are clear,
as well as some unrecognisable defects (purple). An exit-wave reconstruction of the
divacancy is shown in (c) and a simulation of the stable structure calculated from
DFT is shown in (d). In other regions, monovacancies are also visible, with one
shown in (e), along with its exit-wave simulation (f). Simulations calculated by A.
Dyson.
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N adatom
N substitution vacancy + pyridinic N 
vacancy 5,7,5,7,5,7 divacancy 
divacancy + pyrrolic N 
Figure 4.8: Proposed structures of nitrogen groups in graphene based on DFT cal-
culations. Structural models generated by P. Brommer.
the graphene, forming extended topological defects within the film. Examples of
these are highlighted in red. The defects are likely to cluster in the graphene lattice
again to minimise energy [185]. Finally, the defects highlighted in purple are most
likely monovacancies.
To summarise the XPS and TEM, dosing graphene on copper with atomic
oxygen results in the formation of epoxide groups on the graphene surface. In con-
trast, dosing with atomic nitrogen forms a mixture of environments — substitution,
atomic, and pyrrolic/pyridinic environments associated with individual defects and
with extended topological defects. The next section addresses the effect these func-
tional groups have on the electronic structure of graphene.
4.2.4 Changes in electronic structure upon functionalisation
Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the ARPES of graphene on copper upon oxygen
dosing. The top panel in each column show a slice at constant energy near the Fermi
energy; the middle, a slice 600 meV below the Fermi energy; and the bottom panels
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show cuts indicated by the dashed line. The pristine graphene shows two undoped
Dirac cones as described in chapter 3. After dosing, the most obvious change is the
gradual broadening and disappearance of the graphene bands. From fitting, there
is no evidence of a change in doping and or of a band gap opening. These details
are shown in table 4.2. By the final dose the bands are no longer visible indicating
a clear reduction in the graphene’s electronic quality.
Figure 4.10 shows ARPES after dosing with atomic nitrogen. As in the case
for atomic oxygen, the most obvious change is the deterioration of the graphene pi
band. However, here there are also changes in the doping. After 10 s dose, the Dirac
crossing appears at a lower binding energy: fitting gives a crossing at E − EF =
210± 20 meV. For the 30 s dose, the bands are more diffuse, but can still be fit, and
the doping remains unchanged within experimental uncertainty (E−EF = 190±40
meV). Although there is evidence of doping, from these spectra it is unclear whether
a band gap has opened. Fitting the intensity in a band of constant momentum — an
energy dispersion curve (EDC) — around the Dirac point shows no drop in intensity.
Therefore, these results suggest no band gap.
From the extent of the shift of the Fermi level, the carrier concentration per
unit cell can be calculated using equation 1.8 [7]. From this, the effective charge per
dopant atom can be calculated, which is also shown in table 4.2. The values shown
here show how little charge is contributed to the graphene lattice by the dopant
species. This highlights how important the pyrrolic/pyridinic environments are in
the functionalised graphene; their p-type doping counteracts the n-ype doping from
the substitutional groups, and reduces the overall doping of the graphene lattice.
For both atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen dosing, the most significant ef-
fect is the disappearance of the graphene pi bands after 60 and 120 s respectively.
This can be attributed to localisation of the electronic states caused by the disorder
introduced into the graphene lattice. This would have the effect of further broaden-
ing the electronic states in reciprocal space, consistent with what is shown here. This
has in fact been shown before for graphene when adding other functional groups
to the surface: for example in the case of covalently attaching hydrogen to the
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Figure 4.9: ARPES from atomic oxygen dosed graphene. The Dirac cone of pristine
graphene is clear in (a). The dominant effect of dosing is the gradual disappearance
of the graphene pi-band.
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Figure 4.10: ARPES from atomic nitrogen dosed graphene. For pristine graphene
(a) the Dirac cone of graphene is clear. After dosing, the intensity in these bands
becomes weaker and more diffuse (b) and (c), until after 120 s dose (d), the bands
are gone.
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Dose Atomic
concentration
ED − EF
(meV)
Carrier concentration
per unit cell (e)
Effective
charge per
atom (e)
Pristine — 0± 10 — —
10 s O 0.7 % 0± 10 — —
30 s O 3.1 % 0± 10 — —
60 s O 5.0 % — — —
Pristine — 20± 10 (2± 1)× 10−5 —
30 s N 1.6 % −210± 20 −(2.2± 0.4)× 10−3 −0.07±0.01
60 s N 2.6 % −190± 20 −(1.8± 0.8)× 10−3 −0.04±0.02
120 s N 4.4 % — — —
Table 4.2: Summary of the electronic effects of dosing with atomic species.
surface [186] and after exposing graphene to ozone [187]. Overall, the dominant
electronic effect of disordered, covalently attached functionalisation is to convert
graphene from a semi-metal to an electronically localised system.
ARPES measurements rely on the emission angles of photoexcited electrons,
and so can be sensitive to the topography of the surface. A roughening of the surface
caused by the functionalisation would present as a broadening in angle (and so in
reciprocal space) of the electronic bands, as seen previously for graphene supported
on different substrates [188]. However, after functionalisation, LEED patterns were
shown to be unchanged by the functionalisation, suggesting that the graphene to-
pography was not dramatically changed. The effect seen here, therefore, is strictly
a change to the electronic structure of graphene and not a change to its surface
structure.
Further to localisation, small amounts of nitrogen were measured to electron
dope the graphene by≈ 200 meV. In the most simplistic picture, the group V element
would be expected to donate electrons to the carbon lattice, and the doping would
be directly related to the dopant concentration. However, this is not what is seen
here, and this is likely because a range of nitrogen environments are present. These
environments were identified earlier using DFT, and these calculations can be used
to determine the amount of charge they each would transfer to the graphene lattice
[189].
From XPS measurements, it was possible to determine the relative abun-
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Defect ED − EF (meV) Effective charge per defect (e)
Epoxide 15 0.0004
Nitrogen adatom 90 0.015
Nitrogen substitution −390 −0.28
Monovacancy 60 0.0007
Monovacancy with pyridinic 330 0.19
7,5,7,5,7,5 divacancy 750 1.0
Divacancy with pyrrolic 460 0.38
Table 4.3: DFT-calculated charge-contributions from each defect type.
dance of each defect type present in the lattice. These abundances can then be used
with the effective charge per defect to calculate the total charge contribution from N
atoms to the graphene lattice. Doing this estimates the overall charge contribution
to be slight p-doing.
However, the ARPES results demonstrate n-doping, the opposite of what
would be expected. One explanation lies in the clustering of defects, as already
seen in the TEM results. These have already suggested that it is more energetically
favourable to have multiple N atoms associated with a single defect. The effect
of this would be to reduce the effective charge per N atom from those that are in
the vacancy environments, and so reduce their overall charge contribution to the
graphene lattice. Overall, this implies that extended topological defects can play an
important role graphene doping.
The DFT calculations also give an insight into why doping was not seen after
dosing with atomic oxygen. The epoxide group is calculated to contribute almost no
charge to the graphene lattice, and so no band shift is expected if only these groups
were present.
From this section, in conclusion, the covalently functionalised graphene on
copper foils have been examined by ARPES to determine the effect of the func-
tionalisation on the electronic structure. In the case of atomic oxygen, the epoxy
groups do not transfer charge to the graphene — consistent with DFT — but do
cause a disorder-induced metal-to-insulator transition. This effect is also seen for
the multi-nitrogen-environment graphene, where again the disorder has caused lo-
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calised electronic states. However, in contrast to oxygen, n-doping is seen at low
levels of functionalisation, caused by the cumulative balance of charge transferred
from the nitrogen groups.
4.2.5 Reversibility of functionalisation
One of the motivations for studying covalent functionalisation of graphene is that
it is inevitable in some production routes. Therefore the reversibility of functional-
isation is worth studying. There has already been some evidence that the function-
alisation is reversible in the previous sections: the TEM of epoxide functionalised
graphene did not show the expected coverage, suggesting they are mobile under —
or have been removed by — the electron beam. This is supported by DFT calcula-
tions that indicated these groups are weakly bound [184].
Figure 4.11 shows the effect of annealing on the oxygen dosed graphene.
Panel (a) shows the C1s region in XPS. Here the epoxide peak has decreased signif-
icantly, but has not been removed completely, suggesting most of groups have been
removed, but not all. Measuring the intensity of the graphene peak and epoxide
peak indicates a functionalisation of 0.6 at%, compared to 5.0 at% after the 60 s
dose. There is no shift in the binding energy, so the remaining groups should be
epoxides; a change in environment would have likely caused a shift in binding en-
ergy. As well as this, the graphene peak has become sharper, indicating some return
to pristine graphene.
Figure 4.11(b) shows the O1s evolution. The O1s post-annealing resembles
that before dosing, but with some key changes. The most noticeable is the removal
of the lower binding energy components, those often associated with copper envi-
ronments. There is still some oxygen present in carbon-associated environments at
the higher binding energies, but as before, these are not seen in the C1s. It is there-
fore not clear what is happening to the oxygen after this annealing from observing
the O1s region. The role of this oxygen in graphene grown on copper is becoming
an increasingly relevant area of research [58] and interpreting the O1s here is left
for future work. However, from the C1s, it appears that the majority of the oxygen
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Figure 4.11: (a) C1s and (b) O1s XPS regions of pristine graphene, oxygen dosed
graphene and then after annealing. The epoxide group is dramatically reduced in
the C1s region. ARPES of (c) pristine graphene, (b) graphene dosed with 60 s of
oxygen, and (d) after annealing. Here the bands have partially recovered.
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introduced as epoxide groups has been removed by annealing, which is consistent
with previous reports for graphene on SiC [169].
Panels (c) to (e) of figure 4.11 show the evolution of the ARPES data through
the treatment. Panel (e) shows that after annealing there is some slight recovery of
the band structure, as indicated by the diffuse points of intensity in the constant
energy slices. Taking a cut across these, the bands are barely visible; the electronic
structure is only slightly recovered after this level of functionalisation, suggesting
disorder is still present within the lattice. This disorder is unlikely to arise solely
from epoxide groups. After annealing, the epoxide coverage is at 0.6 at%, a com-
parable amount to that after the 10 s dose, at which the bands were much more
visible. This points to the annealing forming other types of oxygen environments
and defects, which have a more significant impact on the electronic structure.
For the case of nitrogen, figure 4.12 shows XPS from the pristine graphene,
after dosing, and finally after post-annealing. In the C1s (panel (a)), little has
changed after post-annealing the sample. The nitride peak has shifted towards a
lower binding energy, but remains broad, and suggests there is still a range of envi-
ronments present within the graphene.
There is more insight from the N1s region, shown in panel (b). Here the most
significant change is the removal of the lowest binding energy component, that as-
sociated with atomic nitrogen. As the weakest bonded group (as suggested by DFT),
and considering what happens to oxygen bonded in this way, the removal of this en-
vironment is not surprising. There is also a small shift in the pyrrolic/pyridinic peak
to 398.0 ± 0.1 eV, which would perhaps indicate that more pyridinic environments
were being formed.
The final feature is an increase in the substitutional environment, coupled
with a decrease in the pyridinic/pyrrolic environment. This effect on nitrogen
groups has been seen before [190]. In this paper, Scardamaglia et al. implanted
nitrogen using ion bombradment into graphene films. They observed a range of ni-
trogen environments including pyrrolic/pyridinic and substitutional nitrogen. When
graphene films were annealed, the proportion of substitutional nitrogen increased at
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Figure 4.12: (a) C1s and (b) N1s XPS regions of pristine graphene, nitrogen dosed
graphene and then after annealing.
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the expense of other groups. This suggests that annealing could be used to tailor the
nitrogen environments in the graphene film, and, in this case, increase the amount
of substitional nitrogens, thus increasing the n-doping. However, the results pre-
sented here suggest that the some of the nitrogen will be present in extended topo-
logical defects, which are stable and so more difficult to remove. Therefore, again,
caution should be used when using the addition of atomic species on graphene as a
route to tuning its electronic properties.
The epoxide groups appear to be much easier to remove than the nitrogen
functionalisation, particularly the defect associated pyrollic/pyridinic and substitu-
tional groups. For the defect-associated groups, acTEM showed the graphene lattice
had reconstructed into a series of 5 and 7 membered rings. These structures are
stable and cannot be easily removed, which explains why the chemical structure of
the graphene has changed so little after annealing.
It would be interesting to see the effect the anneal has had on the electronic
structure of nitrogen-dosed graphene. Unfortunately, this was not done because
of the time constraints inherent in synchrotron-based experiments. However, by
observing what has happened to the oxygen ARPES, it is unlikely that the electronic
structure will have recovered fully after annealing; there is still a significant defect
peak in the C1s, much more than for oxygen dosing where the bands had barely
recovered. It would also be interesting to observe these changes in the TEM, to try
to deduce what has caused the shift in the pyrrolic/pyridinic peak. However, this
also remains for future work.
4.2.6 Reversibility of graphene oxide
In the previous section evidence suggested that oxygen functionalisation became
irreversible after about 5 at%. Significantly higher levels of fuctionalisation are
present in graphene oxide (GO), which, has a C:O ratio of typically 2:1 when fully
oxidised [67]. In this section acTEM is used to examine the physical structure of GO
both before and after attempts to remove the oxygen functionalisation. GO grids for
acTEM were prepared as described in section 2.1.3.
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Figure 4.13(a) shows acTEM of a GO covered TEM grid. Regular contrast
features are present in the image and an FFT demonstrates the hexagonal lattice
present in this area. The spacings are consistent with graphene confirming the
presence of a graphene backbone. Further, there is only a single set of hexagonal
spots, which points to only a single-layer of GO in this region.
Along with the graphene lattice, there are other contrast features. On most
of the surface, the graphene backbone is covered by amorphous features of heavy
contrast (highlighted in blue). These can be attributed to the functional groups
decorating the graphene backbone, as well as oxidative debris that is present on as-
produced GO. In contrast, figure 4.13(b) shows a base-washed GO (bwGO) covered
grid. In this image the amount of heavy contrast features is reduced, supporting the
removal of the oxidative debris by base-washing.
In addition to the oxidative debris are the presence of holes (shown in red)
and defects (shown in green) in the graphene lattice for both aGO and bwGO. These
include extended topological defects within the graphene lattice. It had been sug-
gested that the reduction process causes the extended topological defects [191],
however, these results show that they are intrinsic to GO, but that they are often
hidden in HRTEM by the adsorbed debris. Combined with the observation of ex-
tended topological defects in nitrogen-functionalised graphene shown earlier, these
results suggest that the defects are a feature in many types of highly functionalised
graphenes.
It is possible to try to reduce GO with chemical and heat treatments. After
coating a TEM grid with GO, it was exposed to hydrazine vapours for 12 hours, by
sealing 60 µL of hydrazine in a petri dish with the grid, which was then placed on a
hotplate at 60◦C. After this, the grid was heated in air on a hotplate for 2 hours at
200◦C.
Figure 4.13(c) shows acTEM of a GO coated grid after this treatment. An FFT
again shows the graphene backbone is present. However, here the graphene lattice
is much clearer in the image, and there are significantly fewer contrast features on
the surface. This is consistent with the removal of functional groups and adsorbed
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Figure 4.13: acTEM of (a) aGO, (b) GO after base-washing (bwGO), (c) after at-
tempts to reduce aGO, and (d) graphene after 6 minutes of atomic oxygen dosing.
In all images the graphene lattice is clear, as shown by the inset FFTs. For aGO, the
amorphous regions (highlighted in blue) indicate the presence of oxidative debris,
which is reduced in bwGO. After reduction, even more of the graphene backbone
is clear, consistent with the removal of functional groups. However, extended de-
fects are still present in the GO (green), confirming that functionalisation can cause
surface reconstructions that are harder to remove. These defects are also present in
graphene that has been dosed with atomic oxygen for 6 minutes.
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debris from the surface. On the other hand, there are still areas where extended
topological defects are present. This suggests that, just like in the case for atomic
nitrogen, these types of structures are much harder to revert to a pristine graphene
lattice.
As a comparison, a graphene coated TEM grid was exposed to atomic oxygen
for 6 minutes to increase the level of functionalisation. Images of this grid are
shown in figure 4.13(d). This image shows the graphene lattice, also shown by the
FFT of this area, along with polymer residue from the transfer. As well as these
features, there are now the extended topological defects that were obeserved in the
GO images. This suggests that, after this level of functionalisation, extended defects
are formed in the lattice.
In summary, this section has shown that after higher levels of oxygen func-
tionalisation, like those seen in GO, extended topological defects are seen in the
graphene lattice. These defects are much harder to remove with chemical and heat
treatments. Therefore, the functionalisation has irreversibly altered the homoge-
neous, van der Waals graphene surface. GO and rGO are the most widely used
forms of graphene because they are easy and cheap to make, and so these results
suggest that care should be taken when using these forms of graphene, especially
when considering the imporant differences between rGO and pristine graphene.
4.3 Conclusions
Covalent functionalisation of graphene has attracted attention as a route to modi-
fying graphene’s properties, such as opening a band gap or increasing it’s chemical
reactivity. Also, functionalisation is an inevitable consequence of some production
routes. For both of these reasons, understanding how covalently bonded species
affect graphene is important. This chapter presented the clean, controlled function-
alisation of graphene with atomic oxygen and nitrogen in UHV. The effect this had
on the chemical, physical and electronic structure was discussed.
In the case of atomic oxygen, low levels of functionalisation formed epox-
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ide groups on the graphene surface. This had a deleterious effect on the graphene
pi-band structure, which, by 5 at% functionalisation, could not be observed. How-
ever, there was no apparent doping or opening of a band gap. These changes were
attributed to a localisation of the electrons, causing a metal-insulator transition at
even low levels of functionalisation. Post-annealing suggests this is reversible, and
that the band structure is recoverable, but only for lower than 5 at% functionalisa-
tion.
On the other hand, atomic nitrogen formed a range of environments with
substitutional, adatom and defect-associated pyrrole/pyridinic groups present. The
result of this was a removal of the graphene band structure, again associated to lo-
calisation from defects introduced into the graphene lattice. However, unlike atomic
oxygen, there was n-type doping of the graphene after 1 at% functionalisation. DFT
calculations supported charge transfer from the donor nitrogen species.
For post-annealing nitrogen-doped graphene, full characterisation is left for
future work, but it is not easily reversed: XPS showed only the removal of the
weakly bonded adatom groups, while the rest remained. The difficulty of removing
the pyrrole and pyridinic groups is related to the formation of vacancies that recon-
structed into 5- and 7-membered rings, and to extended topological defects in the
graphene lattice. These structures are energetically harder to remove, along with
substitutional nitrogen groups. This suggests caution should be used when using
the addition of atomic species to alter the electronic properties of graphene.
Finally, for atomic oxygen, there was evidence that the chemical functional-
isation became irreversible after about 5 at%. Chemically functionalised graphene
in the form of GO has reported C:O ratios of up to 2:1, much greater than the re-
versible 5 at%. At this level of functionalisation, extended topological defects are
present that are harder to remove with chemical and heat treatments. These de-
fects irreversibly alter the chemical and physical structure of graphene, and are also
present in reduced GO. This is important for van der Waals epitaxy because, after
this level of functionalisation, graphene is no longer a homogeneous, van der Waals
surface. This will change how functionalised graphene interacts compared to pris-
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tine graphene. How this affects the growth of molecular overlayers is highlighted in
the next chapter.
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Vanadyl-phthalocyanine thin films
grown on graphene with elevated
substrate temperature.
5.1 Introduction
Organic electronic devices are intensively studied as a way of reducing the cost,
both financial and environmental, of the vast electronics industry [80], [81], [192].
Organic semiconductors (OSCs) have been used as the active layers in organic pho-
tovoltaics (OPVs) [82] and as the source-drain channel in organic thin film tran-
sistors (OTFTs) [81], [193]. While these devices show promise for replacing their
inorganic counterparts, more performance optimization is needed.
Performance improvements can come from adjusting the structure of the
OSC molecules in the active layer: both the crystallography and the morphology
of the OSC have a direct impact on the charge transport mobility [92]. For example,
single crystals of organic molecules generally perform better than polycrystalline
films, which suffer from charge-scattering and charge-trapping at grain boundaries
[194], [195].
The structure within OSC films is dependent on the deposition method and
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conditions, and the interactions between the substrate and OSC. Here organic molec-
ular beam deposition (OMBD) [86] is used, where the OSC is sublimed in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) forming a molecular beam that deposits directly onto the growth
substrate. OMBD has the advantage of controlling the substrate temperature during
deposition, which offers the chance to control the film morphology [90], [103].
Increasing the temperature of the substrate during OMBD can lead to more
crystalline films [91]. The OSC morphology and crystallinity are also dependent
on the substrate; for example order-inducing layers such as CuI [103] or para-
sexiphenyl (p-6P) [95] have been used to control the orientation of MPcs.
This chapter presents the OMBD of VOPc onto CVD-grown graphene on cop-
per and demonstrates the effect of elevated substrate temperatures on the morphol-
ogy and crystallinity of the thin film. At elevated temperatures, the VOPc forms
large grains on the graphene surface, with the VOPc becoming more crystalline
at higher temperatures. Low-dose aberration-corrected transmission electron mi-
croscopy (acTEM) shows that the large grains are single-crystals of VOPc, with the
molecules oriented perpendicular to the substrate. This is in contrast to growth at
ambient temperatures, where the film is composed of randomly orientated grains.
At both ambient and elevated temperatures there is no epitaxial ordering relative
to the graphene. Alongside this, deposition under similar conditions on substrates
such as silicon oxide and graphene oxide results in much smaller VOPc grain sizes.
These observations highlight the impact of elevated substrate temperatures during
deposition on the morphology and crystallinity of OSC thin films, and the potential
importance of the van der Waals surface of graphene for the deposition of high-
performance organic electronic devices.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Controlling VOPc crystal grain size with elevated substrate tem-
peratures during deposition
First the morphology of the VOPc films as a function of substrate temperate during
deposition is presented. In UHV, VOPc was sublimed from a solid source forming a
molecular beam that deposited onto the graphene on copper substrates at constant
flux, with separate control of the substrate temperature. The deposition time was
adjusted to give a 50 nm thick film at room temperature (RT, 26◦C), and then kept
constant for each other temperature.
Figure 5.1 shows AFM images of VOPc on graphene coated copper foils de-
posited at different substrate temperatures, but under otherwise identical condi-
tions. After deposition at 26◦C the VOPc has formed a uniform grainy film. A similar
morphology is observed for 75◦C. At 125◦C the morphology changes and discrete
islands are formed with areas of exposed substrate between them. At 155◦C the
islands increase in size and the surface coverage is reduced, a trend that continues
at 175◦C.
Average island sizes and percentage coverages for each deposition temper-
ature are presented in figure 5.1(f). The island size can be measured for higher
temperatures by thresholding the AFM images. For the grainy films seen at lower
temperatures, an estimate of the grain size can be gained from the correlation length
measured by the height-height correlation function (HHCF) calculated from the
AFM images [196]. The HHCF, H(τ ), can be written
H(τ ) =
〈[
h(x)− h(x− τ )]2〉 (5.1)
Where h(x) and h(x − τ ) are the heights of the sample at two points separated by
the displacement vector, τ . This displacement vector is usually directed along the
fast scan direction when calculating the HHCF for AFM images, and so becomes a
scalar (1D) function. The distribution is assumed to be Gaussian and thus fit with a
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Figure 5.1: AFM showing morphology changes of VOPc with increasing substrate
temperature. At ambient temperature (a) the film is grainy, with a similar mor-
phology at 75◦C (b). At 125◦C substrate temperature (c) discrete crystallites have
formed with clear boundaries. At higher temperatures — 155◦C (d) and 175◦C (e)
— the islands increase in size but reduce in number, causing a lower surface cov-
erage. These changes are summarized in average island size and surface coverage
statistics in (f). Full height scales are: (a) 20 nm, (b) 20 nm, (c) 30 nm, (d) 50 nm,
(e) 800 nm.
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Figure 5.2: HHCFs calculated from AFM images of VOPc deposited onto graphene
at room temperature (RT) and at 75◦C. The distribution is fit with a Gaussian HHCF
which yields the following for the correlation length: ξ = (23.7± 0.2) nm for the RT
film and (36.3± 0.2) nm for the 75◦C film.
function of the form
H ′(τ) = 2σ2
[
1− exp
(
τ
ξ
)2]
(5.2)
where σ is the surface roughness, and ξ the correlation length. It is this correlation
length that provides a measure of the grain size of the film. The HHCF is calculated
from the images using Gwyddion [197].
Figure 5.2 shows HHCFs calculated from films deposited at 26◦C and at 75◦C.
These are fit with Gaussian HHCF functions (equation 5.2), and yield ξ = (23.7±0.2)
nm for the RT film and (36.3± 0.2) nm for the 75◦C film. These measurements were
repeated across different images and gave values of (22±3) nm for the film deposited
at 26◦C. For 75◦C a larger correlation length of (37 ± 3) nm is found, showing an
increase in grain size.
Figure 5.1(f) shows how the typical island size increases from 10s of nanome-
ters at 26◦C to around a micrometre at 155◦C. Concomitant with this, the percentage
of the surface covered by VOPc drops from an almost continuous film at 26◦C and
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75◦C, to only (21± 2) % coverage at 175◦C. In the higher temperature growth with
isolated islands, AFM investigations showed no evidence of VOPc on the graphene
between the islands, indicating an island (Volmer-Weber) growth process.
The morphological changes can be understood qualitatively by considering
the growth dynamics. After adsorbing, the molecules either diffuse until they des-
orb, attach to an existing grain, or form a new nucleation site. On a homogeneous
surface, the nucleation density is proportional to the deposition rate and inversely
proportional to the diffusivity of the molecules on the surface [198]. If the de-
position rate is constant, the nucleation density is determined by the diffusivity of
molecules on the surface, which is typically governed by an Arrhenius factor and so
strongly dependent on temperature. At lower temperatures, diffusivity is low and
the nucleation density is high, resulting in a grainy film morphology. As the sub-
strate temperature increases, the diffusivity is higher and so the nucleation rate is
lower, resulting in larger islands. In addition, at even higher temperatures the rate
of desorption becomes significant, hence the decreased coverage at 175◦C.
The VOPc island size here is larger than that reported on p-6P on silicon
oxide [91], despite a lower surface temperature during deposition. This indicates
that high quality OSC thin film deposition is readily achieved on graphene without
the requirement for order-inducing layers.
5.2.2 Effect of substrate temperature on crystallinity of VOPc thin films
High-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the crystallographic
changes with increasing substrate temperature, as shown in figure 5.3. Peaks due
to the polycrystalline copper are observed at every temperature, and vary across
samples. The low cost copper foils used for graphene growth are polycrystalline
and, although predominant crystallographic orientations are normally observed (as
shown in chapter 3), others are often present. For the sample deposited at 26◦C,
there is a single peak in the diffraction pattern at 2θ =(50.40 ± 0.05)◦, indexed as
the Cu(200) planes from the copper foil substrate, whilst on other samples a peak
at 2θ = (43.23± 0.05)◦, assigned to Cu(111) planes, is also seen.
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Figure 5.3: X-ray diffraction from films deposited on substrates at ambient and
elevated temperatures. At ambient temperature (purple) only diffraction from the
polycrystalline copper is seen. At higher temperatures, a peak at 2θ = (26.23 ±
0.05)◦ appears and increases with increasing temperature. This peak is assigned to
VOPc(13¯2¯) planes. At the highest temperature (175◦C - red) diffraction from VOPc
(011¯) planes appears.
The XRD shows clear differences in the crystallography of VOPc with sub-
strate temperature. At 26◦C no peaks are apparent that are attributable to VOPc.
However, at 75◦C and higher, diffraction peaks corresponding to the VOPc crys-
tal structure are apparent in the diffraction pattern. The single peak at 2θ =
(26.23 ± 0.05)◦, which increases in relative intensity with increasing substrate tem-
perature, can be indexed to the (13¯2¯) plane of VOPc. A previous study of VOPc
deposited at elevated temperatures onto CuI also showed (13¯2¯) planes in XRD mea-
surements [103]. These planes correspond to the VOPc ligand-plane perpendicular
to the surface, in an edge-on orientation. This geometry is in contrast to previous re-
ports on the planar MPc CuPc, which has been shown to stack face-on on graphene
[199].
In summary XRD shows that the crystallinity increases with increasing sub-
strate temperature and determines the macroscopically averaged orientation of the
VOPc relative to the substrate.
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5.2.3 Determination of molecular crystallography
The nanoscale crystallography of the VOPc grains was investigated by low-dose TEM
diffraction and acTEM imaging. Graphene was transferred to SiN TEM grids using a
formvar support, that was then cleaned off with chloroform, acetone, and heating.
TEM analysis of VOPc deposited at 155◦C on a graphene grid is shown in figure 5.4,
with panel (a) showing a low-magnification image. The VOPc island morphology on
the free-standing graphene is similar to that on graphene on copper. However, the
island sizes are smaller, likely due to the effects of the residue from the transfer pro-
cess; transfer residue is known to affect the growth of OSCs on transferred graphene
[200]. TEM of graphene after transfer to SiN supports is shown in figure 5.5. The
majority of the graphene surface is exposed pristine graphene. Elsewhere across the
film, there are amorphous remnants from the transfer process; this is most likely
formvar that has not been completely removed by the cleaning process. This is as-
sumed to be present on only one side of the graphene, and so VOPc was deposited
on the reverse, to try and minimize the influence of the amorphous material. No
defects were observed in the graphene after the transfer process.
Figure 5.4(b) shows a low-dose, selected-area electron diffraction pattern
from the discrete island highlighted in white in figure 5.4(a). The pattern shows
sharp diffraction spots that are indicative of crystalline VOPc and are consistent
with the molecules being ordered close to the [13¯2¯] direction relative to the graphene
surface, as suggested by the XRD measurements. Molecular models of this orienta-
tion are given in figures 5.4(d) and (e). A simulated diffraction pattern from this
proposed structure is shown in panel (c) and matches well with the experimental
pattern, with the spots closest to the direct beam being those due to the (110) and
(1¯1¯0) planes as marked. The electron diffraction pattern is from a single orientation
of VOPc suggesting that the island is a single crystal.
The crystallographic orientation of the underlying graphene can be found
by electron diffraction after longer exposures (as shown in figure 5.6). Analy-
sis of many VOPc islands showed no preferential orientations between the VOPc
and graphene. This indicates that there is no epitaxial relation between VOPc
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Figure 5.4: TEM of VOPc deposited at 155◦C onto graphene on a TEM grid. (a) is
a low-magnification image that shows darker contrast features on graphene with a
similar morphology to that seen when VOPc is deposited onto graphene on copper.
(b) is a diffraction pattern from the region indicated with the white circle in (a). This
pattern is consistent with VOPc molecules in the (13¯2¯) direction, with a predicted
pattern for this orientation shown in (c). Molecular models of this crystal structure
are shown in (d) and (e), and the VOPc crystal directions are shown on the image
in (a).
100 nm10  nm
Figure 5.5: A low-magnification acTEM image of graphene after transfer to a SiN
TEM support. Contrast in this image results from amorphous remnants from the
transfer procedure, with holes representing freely suspended graphene.
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Figure 5.6: Measuring the VOPc orientation relative to graphene. (a) TEM diffrac-
tion from within a single VOPc grain. (b) after electron exposure, the intensity of
the VOPc diffraction spots has significantly reduced, and the graphene diffraction
spots become more visible. The relative angle between VOPc (110) and graphene
(01¯10) is 28◦ as marked.
and graphene: the VOPc molecules have an edge-on arrangement relative to the
graphene but each island has a random in-plane orientation.
Further insight into the crystallographic arrangement within the islands can
be gained from high resolution imaging. Figure 5.7 shows low-dose acTEM of VOPc
deposited on graphene at 155◦C. The high resolution images resolve the lattice
planes, as in figure 5.7(b), which is from two separate islands. Fast Fourier trans-
forms (FFTs) from regions within each island show distinct spots, which in areas 1
and 2 correspond to lattice spacings consistent with the (110) and (1¯1¯0) planes as
expected from the electron diffraction pattern. The two regions demonstrate the
change of orientation between islands. Multislice TEM image simulations of the
molecular orientations shown in figure 5.4 are also shown in figure 5.7 and again
match well with the experimental images.
The lattice resolution images in areas 1 and 2, are from near the edge of the
islands, as marked. In the region closer to the centre of the island, area 3, the FFT
shows spots from (110) planes and further spots that can be identified as from (221)
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planes of VOPc. These arise from molecules stood up on the graphene surface but
that are tilted by 2◦ from the [13¯2¯] direction. Molecules oriented in this way are
only seen near the centre of the crystalline island and could be indicative of a small
amount of strain within the islands due to thermal stress on cooling, although this
could be an imaging artefact caused by the electron beam damage.
Ambient temperature deposited films
TEM analysis of VOPC films deposited at room temperature shows a very different
nanoscale crystallography to the single crystal islands at high temperature. The
granular film morphology shown in the bright field TEM image in figure 5.8 is con-
sistent with that observed in AFM, with grain sizes of order 10s of nanometres
across. Panel (b) shows a low-dose selected-area electron diffraction pattern from
the area circled in white: the hexagonal spots due to the underlying graphene can
be resolved (and are indexed) as well as rings due to VOPc. The rings indicate no
epitaxial alignment relative to the graphene; the grain size is smaller than the film
thickness so it is not easily possible from the electron diffraction to determine the
orientation of the VOPc at the graphene surface. However, high resolution images,
figure 5.8(c), confirm that the grains are crystalline.
5.2.4 VOPc deposition on graphene oxide
As well as being dependent on the growth temperature, the island size and nucle-
ation density are dependent on the substrate-molecule interaction. For comparison,
the morphology of VOPc deposited onto graphene oxide (GO) and silicon oxide is
presented next.
Figure 5.9 shows AFM of VOPc/GO/SiO2. This shows a surface covered with
islands that are roughly 50 nm across, which can be assigned to the VOPc deposition.
In the centre of the image, these islands appear lighter than on the outside. This is
due to a GO flake in the centre that is increasing the height of islands. There is also
a subtle change in the morphology of the VOPc islands between the GO surface and
the SiO2 surface, examined quantitatively by calculating HHCFs for both regions.
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Figure 5.7: acTEM of VOPc deposited onto a graphene coated TEM grid at 155◦C.
(a) shows a low-magnification image. (b) is a higher magnification image of the
region marked in (a). Sections of this image are highlighted in the right panes, with
FFTs inset. Next to these are multislice simulations of the expected crystal structure,
again with their FFTs inset. The FFT scale bars are 2 nm−1.
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Figure 5.8: TEM of a VOPc film deposited onto graphene at 26◦C. (a) shows a low-
magnification image of a VOPc coated region. The film morphology is similar to
that observed in AFM measurements. (b) is a diffraction pattern from the region
marked in (a). The graphene spots are labelled. Also present are rings indicating a
polycrystalline VOPc film. (c) is high magnification image, with FFTs of the marked
regions. These show that within the film there are crystalline domains around 10
nm across.
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Figure 5.9: (a) AFM of GO on SiO2 after deposition of VOPc at 155◦C. The height
increase (lighter) in the centre of the image shows the presence of a layer of GO.
70 nm full height scale. (b) HHCF calculated from the GO and SiO2 regions. Fit
parameters for these are shown in table 5.1.
Substrate at 155◦C ξ [nm] σ [nm]
GO 54± 3 22.0± 0.4
SiO2 44± 4 9.7± 0.3
Table 5.1: HHCF fitting parameters from the GO and SiO2 regions of figure 5.9(a).
A small but significant increase in the correlation length suggests larger grains on
GO than SiO2.
The HHCFs calculated for both regions are shown in figure 5.9(b). The pa-
rameters of the fits from both distributions are shown in table 5.1. The correlation
length (ξ) increases slightly for GO compared to SiO2. This suggests that there are
larger grains on the GO than on the SiO2. This increase would be consistent with the
GO surface promoting faster diffusion and encouraging larger grains in comparison
to SiO2. These are, however, much smaller than the grains on graphene, demon-
strating the important effect of the surface functionalisation of GO in reducing this
diffusion when compared to graphene.
The roughness parameter (σ) increases from (9.7±0.3) nm on SiO2 to (22.0±
0.4) nm on the GO. This roughness change is also clear in the AFM image, with
shallower gaps between the VOPc islands on SiO2 than GO. For both GO and SiO2,
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the morphology is quite different from those on graphene deposited under the same
conditions. This is primarily associated with the heterogeneous surface of GO and
SiO2 compared to graphene.
Figure 5.10 shows TEM of VOPc deposited onto GO on a lacy carbon sup-
port at a substrate temperature of 155◦C. Panel (a) shows a low-magnification TEM
image. The dark area around the outside of the image is the copper mesh support.
Inside this, the darker contrast of the lacy carbon support is clear, as well as holes
in the support. There are islands of darker contrast covering the support and these
are islands of deposited VOPc. At the top of the image, these islands can be seen on
the holes in the support, and these are islands that have been deposited onto freely
suspended GO. The edge of this flake can be seen by the change in coverage.
Figure 5.10(b) shows an increased magnification image. In this image it is
clear the VOPc islands are deposited onto the virtually transparent GO support. The
islands are generally smaller than those deposited onto graphene, and there are two
distinct morphologies present: along with the roughly square islands seen before,
there are also long, thin islands, not observed on the graphene supports. Finally,
panel (c) shows the diffraction pattern from a single VOPc island. This pattern
is consistent with patterns seen for VOPc molecules on graphene, suggesting the
molecules are adopting the same structure as for when deposited onto graphene,
the (13¯2¯) orientation.
VOPc was also deposited onto a GO covered lacy carbon support with ambi-
ent substrate temperature, and this is shown in figure 5.11. Panel (a) shows the lacy
carbon support covered with a dark contrast film. This film is incomplete and miss-
ing in the top left and bottom right of these images. These holes are regions with
no GO support. Higher magnification images of the film (b) show a thin film with
grains around 10 nms in size. These grains are VOPc, and they seem to display the
same morphology as those deposited at ambient temperature on a graphene surface.
Finally, a diffraction pattern in panel (c) shows spots consistent with graphene, with
>3 hexagonal arrays of spots representing >3 layers of GO in this region. Within
these spots are rings, which represent VOPc. The rings in the diffraction pattern
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Figure 5.10: VOPc deposited onto GO on a lacy carbon support at 155◦C. (a) low
magnification image where a hexagonal GO flake is visible covering the support at
the top of the image. (b) higher magnification image of islands of VOPc on GO.
(c) diffraction pattern, suggesting the same molecular orientation as for the films
deposited on graphene.
show the polycrystalline nature of VOPc deposited onto GO at ambient tempera-
tures.
The comparison between suspended GO and GO supported on silicon oxide
shows the importance of the underlying substrate: graphene and GO films follow
the substrate topography, and for rough substrates such as silicon oxide that results
in local strain and curvature in the film that increases interactions with molecules.
This in turn reduces the molecule’s diffusion rate, and hence increases the nucle-
ation rate. By comparison graphene on copper is locally atomically flat, as shown in
previous STM investigations [159], which aids the increase in OSC grain size. How-
ever, at larger scales facets do appear, and inspection of the AFM images of the high
temperature depositions in figure 5.1 suggests that the VOPc islands form along
facets on the Gr/Cu surface. This suggests that the VOPc grain size on graphene
could be increased further still by using a flatter substrate, such as hexagonal boron
nitride.
5.3 Conclusions
In summary, single crystals of VOPc several micrometres across can be grown on
CVD-grown graphene using elevated substrate temperatures of 155◦C. This is in
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Figure 5.11: VOPc deposited onto GO on lacy carbon support at ambient temper-
ature. (a) low-magnification image demonstrating VOPc coverage where GO is
present; holes in the top left and bottom right are empty. (b) higher-magnification
of VOPc covered GO sheet. The grains are again 10s of nms across. (c) a diffraction
pattern from a typical region. There are approximately 3 distinct sets of graphene
spots, indicating roughly 3 sheets of GO in this region. There are also rings present,
suggesting a polycrystalline VOPc film.
contrast to deposition on graphene at ambient temperatures, where VOPc grains
grow to only 10s of nanometers across. No epitaxial relationship is observed be-
tween the deposited VOPc molecules and the graphene, so the increase in grain
size is not directly linked to van der Waals epitaxy. However, it is due to the van der
Waals nature of the graphene surface and demonstrates a further advantage of using
van der Waals substrates like graphene with OSC thin films: the weak interaction
encourages high diffusion rates, which promote ordered OSC films.
Moreover, these large grains form only on the homogeneous graphene sur-
face; on the heterogeneous surfaces of graphene oxide and silicon oxide, grain sizes
are an order of magnitude smaller. This reduced grain size is likely caused by a re-
duction in diffusivity of molecules during the growth process. This lower diffusivity
is a result of the surface functionalisation and roughness of the substrate.
van der Waals epitaxy of OSCs on graphene can only be achieved for a limited
set of molecules. However, these results show that the weak interaction between
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graphene and molecules should promote the formation of more ordered OSC films
without the need for order-inducing layers. To capitalize on this, it will be important
to utilize clean graphene (with little surface functionalisation), and to minimise the
roughness of the underlying substrate.
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Monolayer to thin film transition
in supramolecular assemblies on
graphene.
6.1 Introduction
Supramolecular assembly is intensively studied as a route to bottom-up synthesis
of nanomaterials, among other areas [104]. In these assemblies, molecules or ions
interact through non-covalent forces (like van der Waals and hydrogen bonding) to
create macroscopic structures. In many examples, the substrate also plays a role in
the self-assembly, which again interacts with the overlayers through non-covalent
forces [107], [201].
Traditionally, self-assembly of organic molecules has been studied with STM
[106], [114]. This gives accurate structural information at the molecular scale
when studying self-assembly on conductive substrates like highly ordered pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) or Au(111) [106]. However, it is difficult to get information about
the out-of-plane structure from STM, and so studying anything more than a mono-
layer is challenging.
In this chapter the self-assembly of trimesic acid (TMA) and terephthalic
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acid (TPA) is studied. By depositing these molecules in UHV directly onto freely
suspended graphene, TEM can be used to study simultaneously the crystallography
of graphene and the molecules, and how the 2D assembly transitions to the 3D
structure. This is different for each molecule studied here, despite their chemical
similarity: 2D supramolecular assembly of TMA results in a chicken-wire form, with
further layers growing in registry of this template up to a film thickness of 20 nm. On
the other hand, 2D supramolecular assembly of TPA forms a brickwork structure, but
thin films show a clear transition to the bulk 3D structure, producing fibres on the
surface that grow with increasing thickness. In both cases, the graphene substrate
causes epitaxial growth of the molecular layers, but one that is much stronger for
thin films of TMA than for TPA. This provides another example of van der Waals
epitaxy in graphene heterostructures.
6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Monolayer structure of TMA and TPA
First, the monolayer structure of TMA and TPA on graphene was investigated us-
ing STM. This work was undertaken by Prof. Giovanni Costantini’s group, but
is included here to aid comparison with TEM. Both molecules were deposited by
OMBD in UHV onto graphene-coated copper foils. Deposition for all samples was
performed by Dr Luis Alves Perdigao. TPA or TMA molecules were loaded into a
crucible within a chamber that was then evacuated to 10−5 mbar. The crucible
was heated to ≈ 270◦C, which was adjusted to keep the deposition rate constant at
0.01 nm/s. The graphene foils (at ambient temperature) were then placed in front
of the molecular beam for the deposition time.
For STM measurements, the deposition time was 6 minutes. The foils were
then removed and imaged in ambient STM under a drop of heptanoic acid; when
imaged without heptanoic acid, the molecular films are often too thick and too
mobile to acquire clear images by STM.
Figure 6.1(a) shows STM of TMA on graphene-coated copper. There are
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Figure 6.1: STM of TMA (a) and TPA (b) on graphene-coated copper foils. For both
films, the presence of the copper facets is clear in larger scale structures. Along with
this are pointlike features that are highlighted in the inset FFTs. For TMA, a pair of
hexagonal arrays of spots is present, indicating two orientations of the chicken-wire
structure. For TPA, the spots demonstrate a brickwork structure. STM parameters
for: (a) V = −1.3 V, I = 0.05 nA; and (b) V = −1.5 V, I = 0.08 nA. Images taken
by O. De Luca.
height edges visible in the scan with a pitch of around 5 nm and these represent the
faceting of the graphene-copper surface, as discussed in chapter 3. Along with the
copper topography, there are regular pointlike features across the surface. These are
seen more clearly in the inset FFT, which shows two hexagonal arrays of spots, with
a separation between the pair of (14 ± 2)◦. In other regions, half-and-half images
were taken — where both the overlayer (TMA) and substrate (graphene) can be
resolved in different halves of the same STM image by changing the tunnelling
parameters halfway through a scan. This allows STM images to be calibrated from
the known graphene lattice underneath. The lattice spacings of the TMA spots was
measured as (1.66±0.06) nm. A hexagonal array with this spacing is consistent with
TMA taking on the chicken-wire structure [109], [110], [202], with two different
in-plane orientations.
Figure 6.1(b) shows TPA deposited and imaged under the same conditions as
for TMA. Again the graphene-copper topography is clear from the facet-like height
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changes. Regular pointlike features are also visible, and these are again highlighted
in the inset FFT. Again, from half-and-half images, the lattice parameters are found
to be a1 = 0.95 ± 0.1 nm and a2 = 0.72 ± 0.6 nm, with the angle γ =(52 ± 4)◦
between them. These lattice parameters are consistent with the TPA brickwork seen
before for TPA on HOPG and on graphene on Pt(111) [113].
In summary, STM shows that a monolayer of TMA forms a pair of chicken-
wire structures that are rotated by (14 ± 2)◦ relative to one another. For TPA, a
single-orientation of the monolayer brickwork structure is seen in images of this
scale.
6.2.2 Thickness calibration for thin film deposition of TMA and TPA
To investigate thin films of TMA and TPA molecules, longer deposition times were
used. The thicknesses of these films were measured using AFM. Figure 6.2 shows
measurements of film thickness for the TMA and TPA depositions onto graphene
on copper. Panel (a) is a tapping mode AFM topography image of an 18 minute-
deposition film of TPA on graphene on copper after a trench has been cut into the
film. The trench is cut by repeatedly scanning a smaller region in contact mode.
The deflection setpoint — and hence the force exerted by the tip onto the surface
— is gradually increased until the images appear unchanged after repeated scans;
this demonstrates that the mobile material has moved and that the harder graphene-
coated copper surface is now being imaged. After this, the larger area can be imaged
in tapping mode, which preserves the film.
Figure 6.2(a) shows a film with fibrous features (discussed later in section
6.2.6) that indicates the presence of the TPA thin film. There are also diagonal
height changes across the image, which show the faceting of the graphene-copper
surface underneath. In the centre of the image is a dark rectangle, which represents
a sharp decrease in height, and is assigned to the trench. Around this rectangle are
white regions (increases in height), and these represent the material moved to the
edges of the trench during the cutting.
The height changes around the trench are more clearly seen from the line
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Figure 6.2: Measuring the thickness of TMA and TPA thin films. Tapping mode AFM
(a) of an 18 minute-deposition of TPA on graphene on copper, shows a trench cut
in the film to measure the thickness. A height profile of the trench (b) is used to
measure the thickness as 27 ± 2 nm. These measurements are repeated for each
deposition time for both molecules and the results are shown in (c).
profile of the white boxed region indicated in (a), which is shown in panel (b).
The line profile shows the TPA surface as almost flat, the depth of the trench at the
centre, and the height of the removed material around the edges. The film thickness
here is measured as 27± 2 nm.
Figure 6.2(c) shows the results of these measurements on each deposition
time used for both TMA and TPA. Both films increase linearly with time, demonstrat-
ing the constant deposition rate for each. However, even though the deposition rate
was consistent for all films (as measured by a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)),
the TMA films are thicker than the TPA films at each deposition time.
6.2.3 Electron diffraction from TMA thin films
TEM diffraction was used to investigate the ordering of TMA thin films deposited
onto graphene. Graphene was transferred to SiN TEM grids using the procedure
described in section 2.1, using a fromvar support, which was later removed by sub-
merging in chloroform, then acetone, then drying with a critical point dryer. The
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Figure 6.3: TEM imaging of 15 seconds-deposition (a), 1 minute-deposition (b),
6 minute-deposition (c), and 18 minute-deposition (d), deposited onto graphene
coated TEM grids. (e)-(f) shows the corresponding electron diffraction patterns
with the graphene (01¯10) spot labelled in each. The hexagonal arrays of spots from
the chicken-wire TMA structure are present up to 18 minutes deposition, when these
are replaced by polycrystalline rings with the same spacings.
grids were heated for 2 hours on a hotplate. After this, the grids were loaded into
UHV with a molecular source. A QCM was used to stabilise the rate of deposition
and the grids were placed in the molecular beam for the deposition time. This was
varied between 15 seconds and 18 minutes to produce films of different thickness.
Once the deposition was complete, the grids were removed from UHV and trans-
ferred to the TEM.
Figure 6.3 (a)-(d) show low-magnification images of the TMA coated graphene
TEM grids of increasing deposition time: (a) 15 seconds, (b) 1 minute, (c) 6 min-
utes, and (d) 18 minutes. At the edges of the images the darker contrast from the
SiN is clear, and the hole in the centre is graphene coated. Within this hole there
are darker contrast features often seen for pristine graphene-coated TEM grids, and
are assumed to be remnants from the transfer.
From these images alone, there appears to be little evidence of the TMA film.
However, after 18 minutes deposition time there is darker contrast across the hole,
which could point to a thicker film. In all cases, the lack of clear features in these
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Deposition time a1 (nm) a2 (nm) γ (◦)
Monolayer (STM) 1.66± 0.02 1.7± 0.1 60± 1
15 seconds 1.64± 0.02 1.64± 0.02 60± 1
1 minute 1.64± 0.02 1.64± 0.02 60± 1
6 minutes 1.65± 0.02 1.65± 0.02 60± 1
18 minutes 1.64± 0.02 1.64± 0.02 60± 1
Table 6.1: Lattice parameters for each thickness of TMA on graphene. The parame-
ters are consistent with the chicken-wire structure for each film thickness.
images suggests the TMA does not form any distinct structures after deposition, and
instead forms a uniform thin film.
In panels (e)-(h), selected-area (500 nm aperture) diffraction patterns for
each thickness are shown. For all films except 18 minutes, a hexagonal array of spots
with spacings consistent with graphene can be seen at the edges of the patterns. This
points to a single layer of graphene in these regions. These spots are not visible in
the 18 minute film because diffraction from the thick film dominates the intensity.
Along with the graphene spots, there are other diffraction spots at smaller
spacings. The corresponding lattice parameters for these spacings are shown in
table 6.1. The lattice parameters were consistent within uncertainty for each thick-
ness. The spacings and symmetry point to the chicken-wire structure for TMA. Fur-
ther, there are two dominant orientations of the structure across the selected-area
electron diffraction pattern. These two orientations were always seen at the same
relative orientation to the (01¯10) graphene spots. Patterns of this form were the only
type observed and there is no evidence of the flower structure from these patterns.
For the 18 minute-deposition the diffraction pattern is different. There are
now rings in the pattern, and the rings have spacings that correspond with the spots
seen in the thinner films. This suggests that the same TMA chicken-wire structure
is still present, but instead of just two in-plane orientations, many orientations are
formed. This results in the polycrystalline rings seen in the diffraction pattern.
To understand more about the structure of the films, high-resolution TEM
can be used. Before that, however, it is necessary to understand the effect of the
electron dose on the films.
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6.2.4 Critical electron dose for TMA thin films
The use of electron microscopy to study organic thin films is restricted by the lifetime
of the organic molecules, and their supramolecular structure, under the electron
beam. To quantify this lifetime, diffraction patterns from organic thin films can be
analysed to find the critical dose — defined as the dose after which the diffraction
spot intensity has been reduced by a factor 1/e, and the structure is believed to have
been significantly damaged.
Figure 6.4(a) to (d) show four images from a sequence of diffraction pat-
terns that were recorded continuously over 38 seconds, with a diffraction pattern
acquired every 0.3 seconds, from a 1 minute-deposition of TMA. The time of each
image is in the bottom left corner. Throughout the exposure, the dose rate was kept
constant at (1.3 ± 0.3) e−Å−2s−1. The spots previously attributed to TMA are clear,
as are those from graphene. From the series it is apparent that the TMA diffrac-
tion spots reduce in intensity with increasing dose time, and are not visible after 33
seconds.
The intensity in a diffraction peak can be quantified by summing the intensity
in a small box around the diffraction peak, and then subtracting this value by the
average background intensity at the same radius. This is repeated for each image in
the sequence. Three diffraction peaks for the TMA are chosen, one from each order
of the diffraction pattern, and one diffraction peak for the graphene. The resulting
intensities are plotted against exposure time in figure 6.4(e).
For the graphene diffraction spot, the intensity remains constant throughout
the exposure. This suggests only negligible damage to the graphene lattice during
this exposure. Despite an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, the dose is three orders of
magnitude lower than what would be expected to damage graphene [203], [204],
and so graphene is preserved on these timescales.
On the other hand, for all the TMA diffraction peaks there is an exponential
decrease in intensity. This demonstrates a disruption to the crystal structure of the
TMA layer. After the total exposure, there are no diffraction spots, consistent with
a disordered material. The most likely cause of this damage is radiolysis from the
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Figure 6.4: Measuring the critical electron dose for TMA thin films. (a)-(d) shows
diffraction patterns from a series taken from the same area with increasing time.
Plotting the intensity of the diffraction spots, (e), shows exponential decays of in-
tensity, caused by the damage from the electron beam. The characteristic time of
the decay — the critical dose — is plotted for the 1, 6 and 18 minute-depositions in
(f).
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electron beam: the TMA layers are unlikely to be able to dissipate charge introduced
by the electron beam, and ionisation damages the crystal structure [205], [206].
The intensity decays in figure 6.4(e) are fit with exponentials of the form
y = A exp
(
− x
TC
)
+ y0 (6.1)
with A, y0 and TC free parameters. TC is then the critical time, which is related to
the critical dose as DC = D × TC , with D = (1.3 ± 0.3) e−Å−2s−1 the measured
dose rate as before. The critical dose is calculated for each diffraction spot from the
1 minute-deposition film and the results plotted in panel (f). Also plotted are those
calculated for the thicker TMA films. A critical dose was not calculated for the 15
second-deposition because the intensity is too weak to provide an accurate measure.
For the thicker films, different decay rates are seen for different diffraction
spots. One explanation for this is that damage occurs at different rates to different
crystallographic planes. Effects of this kind have been seen before for copper ph-
thalocyanine thin films [207]. In this case, some diffraction spots even increased
in intensity during the exposure to the electron beam. This was explained by the
formation of a different atomic structure in the film that was more resilient to the
electron dose, termed a relatively stable matrix. These matrices form as the films
are damaged by the electron beam. Therefore, certain structures within the film
could be more stable than others.
Another explanation is that the intensities immediately after exposure to the
beam are the most important to finding the critical dose, but are also experimentally
the hardest to capture. To improve on this, the low-dose techniques used here would
need to be developed to minimise the damage caused to the film before information
is captured.
The thickness dependence of the critical dose provides an insight into the
damage mechanism of the organic films. A thicker film would increase the interac-
tion volume for the high-voltage electrons, and so a faster damage rate would be
expected. At the same time, a thicker film has more structure to be damaged, and
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Deposition time Critical electron dose (e−Å
−2
)
TMA TPA
1 minute 13± 3 40± 20
6 minutes 100± 50 130± 50
18 minutes 50± 40 60± 20
Table 6.2: Critical electron doses for thin films of TMA and TPA.
so ultimately, the critical dose should not depend on thickness. However, here there
does seem to be a higher critical dose for thicker films for TMA, suggesting a more
complicated mechanism than this simple one.
In contrast to what is seen for TMA, a 15 second-deposition of TPA displays
a remarkably different behaviour under the electron radiation. At low dose rates
(≈ 1 e−Å−2s−1 used for diffraction patterns) the TPA structure was stable for > 20
minutes (a critical dose > 1200 e−Å
−2
), which is significantly more robust than
the TMA 15 second-deposition film. However, under imaging with higher doses
(≈ 100 e−Å−2s−1) the film was damaged in comparable times. This can be ex-
plained by considering the radiolysis damage mechanism. For low electron dose
rates, the charge created by the electron beam can be transported away efficiently
by the graphene support without causing damage. This phenomenon has been seen
before: 2D semiconductors encapsulated in graphene remain stable under the elec-
tron beam for much greater times [208]. Thicker films are not able to transport
this charge away efficiently and so suffer increased damage. On the other hand, for
larger electron dose rates, the charge created is greater than what can be effectively
removed, and damage occurs.
In summary, the critical electron dose was measured for thin films of TMA
and TPA, with the results summarised in table 6.2. There was no discernible differ-
ence in critical electron dose between films of TMA and TPA. The large uncertainties
on these measurements reflect the difficulty of measuring critical electron dose for
these delicate samples.
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6.2.5 High-resolution TEM of TMA thin films
HRTEM can be used to gain more insight into the structure of TMA on graphene. The
procedure to acquire HRTEM was as described in section 2.2.3. The electron dose
rate at the increased magnification was tuned so that the thin film would be exposed
to the critical dose in a 0.3 second camera exposure; this was ≈ 60 e−Å−2s−1 for
the 1 minute-deposition film.
Figure 6.5 shows HRTEM of a 1 minute TMA deposition on a graphene
coated TEM grid. The image in panel (a) is noisy because of the low dose of elec-
trons used. However, an FFT calculated from the large white box shows spots,
which demonstrates that there is sufficient signal to determine structural features.
This FFT resembles that seen in diffraction patterns of the same films: the same pair
of hexagonal spots is present and the spacings are consistent with those measured
from the diffraction patterns. This suggests TMA is present in this region in the
chicken-wire structure.
FFTs from smaller regions are shown in the bottom panels of figure 6.5.
These FFTs each show the same hexagonal array as before (with the same spacings),
but crucially, not as a pair. The single array of spots shows that there are regions in
the TMA thin film that are & 10 nm across that present only one TMA orientation.
Region 1 shows one of these orientations, while regions 2 and 3 display the other.
From the HRTEM images, it is clear that TMA forms columns that are & 10
nm across that contain a single in-plane orientation of TMA. The question remains
as to how the TMA molecules stack within this column. Recent DFT work has sug-
gested that TMA molecules would stack face-on, but with the carboxylic acid groups
taking alternating orientations [209]; this arrangement was found preferable to one
where the molecules stacked with a single orientation of the carboxylic acid group.
However, it is not possible from these TEM images to distinguish between these two
arrangements.
The TEM diffraction and high resolution images together show that there are
a pair of in-plane orientations. Further, by taking diffraction patterns across many
different graphene grains (with different in-plane orientation themselves) it is clear
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Figure 6.5: HRTEM of the 1 minute-deposition of TMA on graphene. The image (a)
demonstrates substantial noise due to the low-electron dose used, but features are
clear from an FFT, (b), taken from the large white box. The same pair of hexagonal
arrays of spots again demonstrates the chicken-wire TMA structure. FFTs taken from
smaller regions (lower panels) demonstrate regions where only a single orientation
is present.
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Figure 6.6: The TMA-graphene structure summarised. The 1 minute-deposition
diffraction pattern (a) is labelled with reciprocal lattice vectors of TMA and
graphene. These demonstrate how the TMA-graphene epitaxy arises, and results
in the two structures shown in (b) and (c). Crystal models by Z. Laker.
the TMA structure has a symmetry relative to the graphene lattice. The different
orientations are seen in separate domains and so this points to an epitaxial link
between the TMA structure and the graphene substrate.
This epitaxial link can be understood by considering the relationship between
the reciprocal lattice vectors of graphene and TMA. Figure 6.6(a) shows a diffrac-
tion pattern from another region of the 1 minute-deposition TMA film; this pattern
demonstrates the same pair of TMA orientations as seen before. The reciprocal
lattice vectors of graphene and TMA are overlaid onto the pattern.
From this figure there is a clear relationship between the reciprocal lattice
vectors: TMA reciprocal lattice vectors can be combined to form a vector equivalent
to the graphene reciprocal lattice vectors. This combination can be represented as
b1,Gr
b2,Gr
 =
7 −1
1 6
b1,TMA
b2,TMA
 (6.2)
The other TMA orientation is then symmetrically equivalent. Models of these two
orientations of TMA on graphene are shown in (b) and (c) of figure 6.6. This ar-
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rangement has been seen before for monolayers of TMA on HOPG using STM [201].
In this paper, the same epitaxy matrix as found here was proposed.
The fact that this epitaxial structure is seen in films up to (16 ± 2) nm thick
demonstrates that the monolayer structure of TMA templates out of the plane. The
chicken-wire TMA structure is formed with two orientations in the monolayer due
to interactions with the graphene substrate. Subsequent TMA molecules then stack
on to this structure, and the epitaxial alignment templates out to (16±2) nm. While
subsequent layers acquire the in-plane orientation of the previous layers, it is not
clear from these images what registry these layers take.
HRTEM can also help to understand the thicker, 18 minute-deposited TMA
film. Figure 6.7(a) shows a HRTEM image (taken under similar conditions as figure
6.5) of an 18 minute-deposition of TMA on graphene. Periodic features are present
again, which are highlighted in an FFT (b) of the large white box in (a). The FFT
shows spots that have the same spacings as seen before, suggesting the presence of
TMA in a chicken-wire structure. However, there are now more than two hexag-
onal arrays present. Note that the spots do not have the same relative intensity
around the FFT, and this is most likely caused by drift during the exposure. The
increased number of spots suggests polycrystalline in-plane orientations, agreeing
with diffraction patterns from the same films.
It is also possible to take FFTs from smaller regions as before. In the FFT of
region 1, a single set of hexagonal spots is clear, but with another orientation weakly
present. This suggests that the templating structure is still dominant in some small
regions. However, now other orientations can be seen elsewhere, as demonstrated
by FFTs of the other regions.
The two preferred orientations are not dominantly visible in the diffrac-
tion patterns of the 18 minute-deposition film. This suggests that soon after the 6
minute-deposition point, new and random in-plane orientations appear, rather than
just a continuation of the templating of the original orientations. These new orien-
tations also appear to template upwards, as shown by the presence of discrete spots
in the FFTs of the 18 minute-deposition: random in-plane orientations across the
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Figure 6.7: HRTEM of the 18 minute-deposition of TMA. The image (a) and the
FFT (b) from the large white box demonstrate the polycrystalline nature of the
TMA at this thickness. Not all the smaller regions demonstrate single orientations,
suggesting randomly orientated grains are present across the film.
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film would present as rings or arcs in the HRTEM image FFTs. Therefore, it appears
that the TMA templating can continue the epitaxial relationship to graphene up to
(16 ± 2) nm, but after that, new orientations appear, that themselves can template
as the film grows.
In summary, a monolayer of TMA assembles into a chicken-wire structure
with two preferred orientations relative to the graphene surface. As the film thick-
ness increases, this monolayer chicken-wire assembly templates up through the film,
with the epitaxial relationship still present for films up to ≈ 20 nm thick. After this,
the TMA molecules still assemble into a chicken-wire structure, but now with ran-
dom in-plane orientation. The structures seen here do not resemble the bulk struc-
ture for TMA, which contains non-planar pleats of molecules that would be seen in
diffraction patterns [210].
6.2.6 Structural analysis of thin films of TPA on graphene
Next, the investigation of TPA is presented. TPA was deposited onto graphene coated
SiN grids using the same procedure as before. Figure 6.8 shows TEM of a 15 second-
deposition, a 1 minute-deposition, a 6 minute-deposition and finally an 18 minute-
deposition of TPA. Panels (a)-(d) show low magnification images of graphene coated
holes after TPA deposition. After 15 seconds, there is little contrast other than rem-
nants from the graphene transfer. After 1 minute, the remnants are still present, but
along with these there are fibres also visible, which are approximately 100 nm long.
These fibres are orientated in different directions. After the 6 minute-deposition, the
fibres have greater contrast, suggesting they are now thicker. Finally after the 18
minute-deposition the fibres are darker still, suggesting a further increase in thick-
ness. These fibre features are assigned to the TPA thin films, and demonstrate that,
unlike TMA (which demonstrates a layer-by-layer, or Frank-van der Merwe growth),
TPA is arranging into three-dimensional structures after deposition, and so displays
a layer-plus-island growth mode, or Stranski-Krastanov growth.
Panels (e)-(h) show the corresponding diffraction patterns for each TPA film
thickness. For each deposition, the graphene spots are clear. As well as these, there
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Figure 6.8: TEM imaging of 15 second-deposition (a), 1 minute-deposition (b), 6
minute-deposition (c), and finally 18 minute-deposition (d), of TPA deposited onto
graphene coated TEM grids. These images show fibrous features, demonstrating the
morphology of TPA thin films. (e)-(f) shows electron diffraction patterns from each
thickness. These show the TPA structures have some epitaxial relationship to the
graphene (the (01¯10) spot is labelled in each), but that this is much weaker than for
TMA.
are other spots present in the patterns. These are assigned to diffraction from the
TPA lattice.
There is a noticeable decrease in the intensity of the diffraction spots for
TPA, relative to those for the same deposition time as TMA. This can partially be
explained by the fact that TPA displayed thinner films than TMA for the same de-
position time (see figure 6.2). However, the comparative lack of order in the TPA
films also weakens the diffraction intensity: the TPA peaks appear as arcs rather
than spots, suggesting that the ordering is weaker for TPA than TMA. More insight
into the thin film structure is found from HRTEM, presented next.
Figure 6.9 shows HRTEM of a 1 minute-deposition of TPA on graphene, with
(a) the image and (b) the FFT from the large white box in (a). The spacings of the
spots in this region are (1.33 ± 0.05) nm−1 for the inner and (1.65 ± 0.05) nm−1
for the outer spots, which are consistent with those measured from the diffraction
patterns.
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Figure 6.9: HRTEM of the 1 minute-deposition of TPA. The image (a) and FFT from
the large white box (b) suggest multiple orientations of the TPA bulk structure. FFTs
from smaller regions demonstrate how smaller regions show only one orientation,
again demonstrating domains within the thin film that are ≈ 20 nm across.
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Figure 6.10: HRTEM of the 18 minute-deposition of TPA. The image (a) and FFT (b)
from the large white box demonstrate one dominant orientation, suggesting large
TPA grains in the thicker films. FFTs from smaller regions 1 and 3 highlight the
different TPA orientations, and the FFT from region 2 shows a region where the
smaller lattice parameter can be measured.
The lower panels of figure 6.9 show FFTs from smaller regions within the
film. These FFTs show spots from a single orientation of the TPA, which demon-
strates the domains within the thin film: there are regions ≈ 20 nm across that
contain a single orientation, similar to that seen for the TMA films. From these
regions it is also possible to measure the angle between a1 and a2 as γ =53± 2◦.
Figure 6.10 shows HRTEM of the 18 minute-deposition film. The spacings of
the FFT of this region are (1.38 ± 0.05) nm−1, again consistent with the diffraction
patterns. Smaller FFTs demonstrate the ordering across the film, demonstrating that
the film still contains domains at this thickness. Even though in some regions the
outer spots are less visible, in others the angle γ can still be measured.
Combined the electron diffraction and HRTEM can give the lattice structure
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Figure 6.11: Structural models of TPA on graphene. (a) shows the brickwork struc-
ture seen for the 15 second and 1 minute-deposition films (as well as that seen in
the STM), while (b) demonstrates the structure for the 6 and 18 minute-deposition
films. Crystal models by Z. Laker.
for TPA deposited on graphene for different thickness. These are summarised in
table 6.3. For the 15 seconds-deposition and 1 minute-deposition, the TPA appears
to acquire a structure like the brickwork structure seen in the STM, which is demon-
strated by molecular models shown in figure 6.11(a).
For the 6 minute-deposition and 18 minute-deposition, there is a noticeable
reduction in the a1 and a2 lattice parameters and an increase in the angle γ. These
lattice parameters suggest a structure that is closer to the bulk structure for TPA
measured previously [211]. In this bulk structure, TPA molecules are tilted off the
surface (as shown in figure 6.11(b)), which allows them to pack more closely than
in the monolayer brickwork structure.
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Deposition time a1 (nm) a2 (nm) γ (◦)
Monolayer (STM) 0.95± 0.01 0.72± 0.02 52± 4
15 seconds 0.95± 0.02 0.74± 0.02 50± 2
1 minute 0.90± 0.02 0.72± 0.02 53± 2
6 minutes 0.85± 0.02 0.62± 0.02 57± 2
18 minutes 0.86± 0.02 0.60± 0.02 56± 2
Bulk projection [211] 0.92± 0.01 0.65± 0.01 52± 2
Table 6.3: Lattice parameters for each thickness of TPA on graphene. The param-
eters are consistent with the bulk structure for TPA. There is a reduction in the
a2 lattice vector for the 6 minute-deposition and above, suggesting a more closely
packed structure for the thicker films.
In summary, for thin films of TPA of 1 minute-deposition and below there
is evidence that TPA molecules are ordered into a brickwork structure, consistent
with that seen in the STM of the monolayer. Then for the 6 minute-deposition and
above, the TPA molecules form into a bulk-like structure consistent with previous
reports. This is supported by low-magnification images that show fibre-like features
across the surface. These fibre-like features grow in size as the thickness of the film
increases.
It is also clear that epitaxy is still present in the films. This points to an in-
teraction between the graphene and TPA molecules at the first layer of molecules,
that then seeds the growth for further layers. However, the ordering of the diffrac-
tion spots is much weaker than for TMA thin films, suggesting a weaker interaction
between molecules through the layers, likely due to the different growth mode, and
that the molecules do not arrange face-on to the graphene surface.
6.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, TMA and TPA deposited onto freely-suspended graphene demonstrate
different out-of-plane growth and self assembly, as summarised in figure 6.12. On
the one hand, a monolayer of TMA assembles in the chicken-wire structure, with
two preferred orientations relative to the graphene substrate. This epitaxy then
propagates up through to a film thickness of ≈ 20 nm, with distinct ordering seen
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Figure 6.12: Summary of self-assembly seen for TMA and TPA. For TMA, the mono-
layer assembles into two in-plane orientations of the chicken-wire structure. This
then templates through the film up to ≈ 20 nm. For thicker films, random in-plane
orientations of the chicken-wire structure are seen. For TPA, the brickwork structure
is observed at the monolayer. For thicker films, the assembly quickly transitions to
a bulk-like 3D structure.
throughout. This ordering forms as domains of ≈ 20 nm across running through
the full thickness. After this, the TMA molecules retain the chicken-wire structure,
but acquire different in-plane orientations, and the epitaxial ordering is no longer
visible. TPA, on the other hand, forms the characteristic brickwork structure on the
graphene surface at the monolayer. However, for thin films, TPA rapidly transitions
from a 2D to a 3D morphology, forming fibre-like structures on the surface that
display a bulk-like structure. Like TMA, TPA does display epitaxial ordering to the
graphene substrate, but this ordering is much weaker. It does, however, define the
orientation of the bulk-like TPA thin films, and so weak epitaxy is seen even for the
thickest films
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Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis aimed to examine the role of van der Waals epitaxy in graphene het-
erostructures. The impact of van der Waals forces was investigated across differ-
ent heterostructures: graphene growth on copper via chemical vapour deposition;
functionalisation of the graphene, the effect this has on its structure, and if it is
reversible; how organic semiconducting molecules grow on graphene, and how sur-
face functionalisation disrupts this growth; and finally how hydrogen-bonded net-
works interact with graphene, and how this interaction affects the transition from
2D, surface-driven assembly to 3D films.
First, in chapter 3, the interaction between graphene and copper during CVD
growth was presented. Structural feedback between the graphene overlayer and
copper substrate caused a mismatch epitaxy of±8◦ between graphene and the [001]
direction of the predominant Cu(100) surface. This in turn was related back to
faceting of the copper into (n10) facets only underneath graphene. Despite this epi-
taxial relationship, only a weak interaction between the two was observed: angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy showed a pristine graphene band structure,
with no charge transfer from the copper substrate.
The nature of the graphene-copper interaction is still attracting much inter-
est. The weak interaction between the two found here enabled the decoupling of the
graphene from the substrate, but by annealing to a higher temperature of 550◦C, n-
doping of 350 meV was seen. The origin of this transition is still not well understood
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and needs further investigation.
In chapter 4, graphene was functionalised with atomic oxygen and nitrogen,
and the chemical, physical and electronic properties were investigated. For the
case of oxygen, the atomic species formed epoxide groups across the surface, which
caused a disappearance of the graphene electronic band structure. There was no
charge transfer and no band gap was induced. Atomic nitrogen formed a range
of environments: adatoms, substitutionals, and pyrrolic/pyridinic nitrogen were all
seen. The latter of these environments are often associated with defects and were
correlated to extended topological defects in the graphene lattice. The addition of
atomic species caused the disappearance of the graphene band structure through
localisation for only small amounts (≈ 5 at%) for both oxygen and nitrogen. For
smaller amounts of functionalisation, no charge transfer is seen for atomic oxygen.
On the other hand, for atomic nitrogen, 200 meV n-doping is seen.
The reversibility of the functionalisation was also different: epoxides groups
were almost fully removed from the surface after an anneal to 200◦C, but this re-
sulted in only a partial recovery of the band structure. For nitrogen, only the nitro-
gen adatoms were removed by annealing, demonstrating the difficulty of reverting
graphene with extended topological defects back to a pristine lattice. However, the
band structure of the nitrogen doped film was not investigated because of the in-
herent time constraints in synchrotron measurements. How the band structure is
affected after this effort to reverse would be interesting.
Further work on functionalisation would be to see if dopants could be tai-
lored to alter charge-transfer to graphene without a significant negative impact on
the electronic structure. Removing functionalisation is also receiving significant in-
terest as GO is currently the cheapest form of graphene and is industrially available.
Are there ways to remove this functionalisation and return to the pristine graphene
lattice?
The final chapters presented investigations of graphene-molecule heterostruc-
tures. In chapter 5, vanadyl-phthalocyanine was deposited onto graphene. Films
deposited at elevated substrate temperatures of 155◦C showed crystals of several
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micrometres across, as opposed to 10s of nanometres across when deposited at am-
bient temperatures. Further, when deposited onto graphene oxide the VOPc crystals
were an order of magnitude smaller, caused by an interruption of the molecules
diffusivity by the surface functionalisation. This highlights the importance of the
weakly interacting, van der Waals surface of graphene, even when epitaxy is not the
result.
This then opens many avenues of research for graphene as a substrate for
organic electronics. A lot of work has focused on epitaxy as a route to improve de-
vice performance but perhaps device improvements could come from exploiting the
weak interaction of graphene. Other OSCs could present as even larger crystals, and
the device improvements this could offer are yet to be explored. The focus should
also be on keeping the graphene surface pristine to enable large crystal growth, es-
pecially when using transferred graphene or reduced graphene oxide, as is often the
case in these devices.
Finally, the role of graphene as a substrate for molecular self-assembly was
investigated. Hydrogen-bonded networks of both trimesic acid (TMA) and tereph-
thalic acid (TPA) were formed on graphene through deposition in UHV. TEM was
then used to study the transition from the 2D network to the 3D structure, with
differences between the two, despite their chemical similarity. For TMA, a chicken-
wire structure was seen at the monolayer, with two orientations separated by 14◦.
This monolayer structure templated through with increasing thickness, until, after
over ≈ 20 nm, they arranged in the same chicken-wire structure but with random
in-plane orientations. On the other hand, TPA formed a brickwork arrangement
on the graphene surface for the first few layers, but after this, formed a structure
close to that reported for the bulk. In both cases, van der Waals epitaxy defined the
molecules orientation on the graphene surface.
For supramolecular assembly, it is interesting to see two different behaviours
for two similar molecules. This difference was revealed using electron microscopy to
examine these hydrogen-bonded networks, something that is still quite new. There-
fore, there are still many outstanding questions. The microscopy techniques used
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in this thesis were relatively primitive, and greater and more detailed information
could be available in the future. Improvements could come from data collection,
with even more microscope automation to minimise the dose used to only those
that contribute to images; or with equipment better suited to using low-electron
doses, like has been used in biological studies. There is also scope for further image
processing, to combine the diffraction and imaging to extract even more informa-
tion about the structure. Further, for the molecular systems themselves, it would be
interesting to see if there were molecules that could template further. This could be
approached by attempting to understand what causes the transition from the tem-
plated monolayer to a random or bulk structure. TEM would certainly be a valuable
tool in this area.
As the interest in graphene heterostructures increases, it is growth processes
that will ultimately provide the most direct route to technologically viable appli-
cations. Understanding the role of the van der Waals graphene surface — free of
dangling bonds and weakly interacting — will be key. For this reason, van der
Waals interactions, and the epitaxy that they can sometimes drive, is likely to fea-
ture prominently in the future of graphene heterostructures.
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